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“Ian Hegglun’s very revolutionary out-of-the-box power amp relies on 
MOSFET cube law transfer characteristics to come up with a Class A 
design with only ¼ of the quiescent current of ‘regular’ Class A” …

“Better yet, it is also possible to bias this amplifier in Class AB, for even 
better efficiency; in this configuration, the virtual absence of switching and 
cross-over distortion will result in a Class AB amplifier that is as clean as a 
Class A amplifier!” from the back cover of Linear Audio Vol. 8 [ref 1,2].

What's revolutionary about this Cube-law amplifier?

The size and cost of Class-A comes down to that of Class-B! 

Lowering bias into Class-AB is virtually free from crossover distortion!

The Linear Audio's free amp PCB has inbuilt soft-clipping for a mellow overload sound!

You are invited to build Cube-law amplifier, or run a simulation, to check these claims. 

BTW You can sell your own designs since the Cube amp cannot be patented after it's published footnote
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1. What's revolutionary about a Cube-law amplifier?
Are Jan Didden's words “very revolutionary,” that you read on the first page, simply piffle?[2] 
simply more audio publication hype? Audio power amplifier designers are wary of anything 
claiming to be “revolutionary,” and rightly so, because there hasn't been anything truly 
revolutionary in audio power amplifier design that breaks through the conventional barrier. The 
regular 'Lin' topology is now over 60 years old and it is still basically the same as 40 years ago, with 
only refinements [ref 4] mainly from improved bipolar complementary transistors.

However, once in a while something revolutionary appears and history shows us that it is standard 
practice to ignore anything new [ref 5]. Vested interests resist change including quantum leap 
improvements.

I will make my case to justify the use of “revolutionary” for the Linear Audio Cube-law audio 
power amplifier in this section. It can be called “very, revolutionary” without exaggerating because 
it has two revolutionary features; it overcomes two long standing limitations of audio power 
amplifiers. 

The first revolutionary thing is the size and cost for doing Class-A is reduced by a factor of 4 to that 
of Class-B and this has never been demonstrated before. 

The second revolutionary thing is, when lowering bias by about half into Class-AB, the amplifier 
remains virtually free from crossover distortion, and this has never been done before either. Cube-
law Class-AB allows the heatsink to run cooler, so Class-AB50 is preferred for Cube-law amps. 

Class-B rules the waves, has met it's match! Not convinced by my claims? Then read on. 

Better still, make one and see if my claims are correct.

 1.1 The size and cost of Class-A comes down to that of Class-B 

By generating cube-law's in the power transistors we get only ¼ of the quiescent current of ‘regular’ 
Class A. It is still true Class-A because both devices remain conducting over the full cycle at full 
output power. 

It is different to so called “non switching” output stages that keep one device slightly on in a 

2 Piffle = nonsense, rubbish, garbage, claptrap, balderdash, hogwash, baloney, drivel, bull, bunk, phooey, twaddle.
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constant current state, but these “non switching” amps can't claim to be Class-A because in the 
constant current state there is zero gain of the input signal in that output device [ref 34]. In contrast, 
Cube-law Class-A provides gain from both devices over the full cycle up to full output power, so 
Cube-law Class-A is true Class-A and yet with only ¼ of the quiescent current of ‘regular’ Class A!

With only ¼ of the quiescent current of ‘regular’ Class A the heatsink size is reduced to the same as 
Class-B with the caveat of continuous operation at worst case dissipation. I explain this caveat in 
the next section.

 1.2 Lowering bias into Class-AB is virtually free of crossover distortion

Few commercial Class-B power amplifiers are rated for continuous operation at worst case 
dissipation. That's because of competition with other low cost Class-B amps for domestic systems 
that are not designed to be run continuously at worst case dissipation. This means the majority of 
domestic sound systems, which are Class-B amplifiers, have about half the heatsink needed for 
continuous operation at worst case dissipation, and their power supplies are also trimmed back. The 
better of these include an over temperature cutout if it is run for too long at full power and 
overheats; but amps without this protection are destroyed if you run them at full power for too long.

Cube-law Class-A runs at the same maximum temperature no matter what sound level. This means 
Cube-law Class-A requires about twice the heatsink and power supply of these 'cut-down' Class-B 
amps for domestic usage. So is Cube-law Class-A still able to match half the cost of a 'cut-down' 
Class-B amplifier?

No, but Cube-law Class-AB can match half the cost of 'cut-down' Class-B The statement is true. But 
there is still one trick to get a Cube-law amp truly competitive with Class-B, without the crossover 
distortion of Class-B. The simple step is to reduce the idle current by half that of Cube-law Class-A. 
Amazingly, biasing Cube-law into Class-AB does not cause a deterioration in sound quality by 
introducing high order crossover distortion, which is the seemingly unsolvable problem of 'regular' 
high-bias Class-AB, and yes, it also includes the seemingly unsolvable problem of the standard 
optimum biased Class-B output stage [footnote3]. 

I call a 50% idle current reduction in idle current “Cube-law Class-AB50%”. I usually shortened this 
to “Cube-law Class-AB” where half bias is assumed [footnote 4].

There is no further economic advantage for Cube-law Class-AB by reducing the idle current by 
more than 50%. But you want to you can reduce it slightly more, to say 30%, so the heatsink runs 
cooler at idle and still without generating noticeable levels of high-order crossover distortion 
harmonics. This is an area where more work is needed to find out how much lower we can go while 
still keeping high order crossover distortion inaudible.

The technical reason why biasing Cube-law into Class-AB does not cause a deterioration in sound 
quality is something that appears to have alluded designer's best efforts to find this 'pot of gold'.

3 There is no standard definition for Class-B, Class-AB and Class-A/AB. Douglas Self defines 'Class-B' as 'optimum 
bias Class-B' with a small amount of idle current for minimum crossover distortion [ref 26]. He defines 'Class-AB' 
as a much higher bias than optimum bias which was called “Class-A/AB” by John Linsley Hood [ref 27] but is 
seldom used now. Therefore I prefer to use the term 'Class-AB' rather than “Class-A/AB” for high-bias Class-AB for 
Cube-law Class-A when operated at a lower bias than pure Class-A. Since “Class-AB” can be used to cover the 
whole range from Class-B through to Class-A. So the type of Class-AB needs to be defined each time it is applied. 

4 Cube-law Class-A idle bias current is 1/8th the peak output current, where Ipk =2*PRMS/RL =2*100/8=5A, so 
Iq =5A/8 =625mA. For Cube-law Class-AB50% Iq =625mA/2=313mA for 100WRMS into 8 ohms.
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Illustration 1Figure 1.2a. Can you see why a Cube-law Class-AB amplifier produces very little  
crossover distortion? The green line sails smoothly through the crossover region circled.

Briefly, it can be explained by and seen on a gain transfer function plot as the smooth curvature of 
the gain function of Cube-law Class-AB which segway's smoothly into Class-B, something that 
'regular' high-bias Class-AB fails to do, as can be seen as the green line in Figure 1.2a. Notice the 
green line sails smoothly through the crossover region circled. This is where one of the two devices 
turns off. You can read more about this in Appendix 5.2.

A smooth transition at crossover for Cube-law Class-AB does not throw up lots of high order 
harmonics know as crossover distortion that that 'regular' high-bias Class-AB generates. 

Designers missed this, presumably they always tried to first get their output stages as linear as 
possible and never looked outside this methodology “box”. But using a cubic curvature instead of a 
linear one makes crossover distortion's high order harmonics inaudible without the need for gobs of 
negative feedback that other approaches require to make crossover distortion's high order harmonics 
inaudible. 

So the Cube-law's “trick” is to deliberately to generate a certain amount of 3rd harmonic distortion in 
the Class-AB output stage in order to make the high-order crossover distortion inaudible. It's a good 
deal because this small amount of 3rd harmonic distortion is relatively easy to reduce below the 
audible level and we can do this with only 20dB of negative feedback, small compared to the 
standard amount of 40-60dB of negative feedback needed in standard Class-B amplifiers to reduce 
its crossover distortion below the audible level.

So using Cube-law's makes it so much easier tor to design good sounding Class-AB amp. The only 
problem now is: how do you design a good Cube-law amplifier? For most seasoned designer's it 
will require learning new tricks. Don't panic, there's plenty of technical stuff in Appendix 6.2 if you 
need it.

 1.3 The Linear Audio free PCB has inbuilt soft-clipping for a mellow 
overload sound.

The input stage of the of the Linear Audio Cube-law amp uses complementary MOSFET's (CMOS 
inverters) in a novel way to generate symmetrical soft-clipping. Soft clipping gives the amplifier a 
mellow overload sound. Also, when the clip level is set just right, you lock-out power supply ripple 
during overload, which is a highly desirable feature for an audio power amplifier when it clips. 

Another novel aspect about the input stage of the of the Linear Audio Cube-law amp is that the clip 
power level can be varied using a trimpot. The original reason for this trimpot was to set the clip 
level to lock-out power supply ripple to suit the transformer used and adjust for any main voltage 
changes, e.g. when running it a t a different location.

But late 2015, a year after publication of the Cube-law amplifier, I extended the use of the clip 
power pot to protect the power amplifier from shorts on the output and to stop the heatsink form 
getting too hot. This is a novel idea for Safe Operating Area (SOA) protection of audio power 
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amplifiers [footnote 5].

Applying it to the Linear Audio Cube-law amplifier is easy, simply connect a thermostat with a 
100k shunt resistor) in series with the clip power potentiometer. Alternatively, a dynamic sensor 
using a Vbe multiplier and a PV isolator as a voltage controlled resistance (VCR) can be built on a 
small matrix board for better over-temperature behaviour (more in Section 2.3 below). 

I call the dynamic Thermal Safe Operating Area protection version “dynamic Th-SOA” for short. 
Both options of Th-SOA allows half the number power MOSFET's to be used in the Cube-law amp 
and the fuse in the output can be omitted. The cost of parts for the Linear Audio amplifier is now in-
line with the cost of regular Class-AB (aka Class-B) MOSFET amplifiers. 

In the dynamic version a simple Vbe multiplier senses the MOSFET's case temperature and apply's 
the 'brakes' by limiting the amplifier's output power by reducing the level of the soft-clip when the 
heatsink gets too hot. Nifty!

A TLP222G is used for the VCR which is Photovoltaic (PV) stack of LED's driving 20 solar cells 
which provides isolated voltage to two FET configured as a Solid State Relay (SSR). This Voltage 
Controlled Resistor in series with the clip level pot maintains the nice symmetrical soft-clip over a 
wide range of voltages across the FET's allowing the output power to be continuously varied from 
100W down to 100mW. 

The Vbe multiplier forms a dynamic electrothermal feedback loop. It establishes an equilibrium clip 
power level to prevent the heatsink temperature exceeding a safe level. It does this no matter what 
loading is used, including a direct short on the output terminals, or if the ambient temperature is too 
high, or if the heatsink is shielded. 

The best thing about this type of protection is that the effect on sound quality while limiting can 
hardly be heard, unlike most other overload schemes which either stop the amplifier completely, or 
worse, typical SOA load-line circuits create spikes that can destroy tweeters [ref 16]. More in 
Section 2.3 below.

2. Improvements 
This section covers areas for improving the Linear Audio Cube-law amplifier since it was published 
in September 2014 and up to April 2017. 

The 100W CSD amplifier was published in Linear Audio Vol 13 April 2017. A PCB has been made 
that can be used for a simplified Cube-law amplifier with all the improvements, or it can be used to 
make the 'CSD' (Current Source Driven power transistor) Vol.13 amplifier. This PCB is called the 
'BiModal' V4 PCB because one PCB can be used to make two different amplifiers. This is possible 
because the CSD is basically a Cube-law amp with bipolar power transistors instead of lateral 
MOSFET's. The circuits can be viewed at the links above. The CSD is therefore a lower cost 
amplifier to make. See the the table in 'BiModal-4v1-Addendum-Cube-build' to compare the differences 
between the various builds (V1,V3, and V4.1) see the links above. 

The main problem building the amp is the 74HCU04 inverters by National Semiconductors (NS), 
the ones that I used in my prototype for the article, are no longer available. It appears NS production 
line ceased when Texas Instruments (TI) acquired National Semiconductors. Mason Green and 
myself have tested almost every available batch of 74HCU04, including 'End of Line' ones, and 
none are as good as the 1990 74HCU04 by NS that I used in my prototype. 

Only the input stage 74HCU04 (for U1) needs well matched threshold voltages. And we only need 
well matched threshold voltages in the input stage IC to get symmetrical soft-clipping which is 
important to make the sound of clipping less noticeable.

5 It could be called a third revolutionary thing but because it is not specific to Cube-law amplifier's it was not 
mentioned in the previous sections.
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One method to get matched threshold voltages for the input stage IC is to use two 7WU04's to make 
one 74HCU04. The 7WU04 is a small surface mount triple unbuffered inverter. These 7WU04's 
need a custom adapter board to plug them into a DIP14 socket (see Appendix 6.4). They are tricky 
to solder if you have never worked with SMD before. The 7WU04's I obtained from two sources 
were both as good as the NS ones used in my prototype.

A better, more guaranteed approach, is to add 2 trimpots to the V1 PCB to trim out any threshold 
voltage difference for symmetrical clipping. Modification to the V1 PCB are covered in the 'Cube-
Amp-Addendum-for-V1-PCB'. This option now allows a thermal cut out protection (Th-SOA) since the 
DC offset to the speaker can be trimmed out. 

For a PCB with holes for these trimpots then you can use the V3 PCB. The V3 Gerbers are available 
free for this board 'CubeA2016CADCAM.zip' (links above).

As of April 2017, there is now the simplified V4 Cube-law amp. See the 'BiModal-4v1-Addendum-Cube-
build' file. There is also the companion 'BiModal-4v1-Addendum-CSD-build' which uses low cost BJT 
power transistors using the exact same PCB as the V4 Cube-amp. BoM's for the 4v1 Cube-law 
amplifier and CSD amp are also available (links above).

 2.1 Trimming threshold voltage differences in a 74HCU04 input stage

All versions (V1, V3, V4.1) have trimpots to trim threshold voltage differences in the 74HCU04 
input stage. Any manufacturer source can be used. Most of the 74HCU04's tested have threshold 
voltage differences in the 100mV to 600mV range with an average of around 200mV. 

The 'Cube-Amp-Addendum-for-V3-PCB' shows the circuit changes to the input stage. The clip symmetry 
is offset by shifting the positive and negative supply voltages to U1 by adding two 10k resistors 
(R10a and R11a) as a voltage divider across the positive and negative supply pins. The centre point 
of this divider is fed from RV1 'ClipSym' trimpot via a dropper resistor of around 33k ohms. This 
resistor is chosen so there's no change in the DC on the output (to the speaker) when the 'ClipPwr' 
pot level (RV3) is changed from 0 ohms to maximum (500k). It means clip symmetry is maintained 
over the full range of clip power levels when the 'ClipPwr' pot RV3 is changed. 

This overcomes the last remaining 'bug' in the original Linear Audio Cube-law design. As 
mentioned, all the other 74HCU04 stages are automatically cancelled for threshold voltage 
variations between manufacturers.

It is possible to eliminate the need for these two trimpots by using a servo opamp for the DC offset 
trim and an auto offset generator using another 74HCU04 mirror input stage to automatically 
generate the voltage that RV1 would generate for symmetrical clipping. An auto-offset generator 
circuit was given in the previous Supplement II, but is not in this Supplement 2+. Contact me if you 
want to try an auto-offset generator.

 2.2  Other modifications to the original Linear Audio Vol.8 circuit

1. Cascoded square-law driver stage 

Cascoded square-law driver stage for less thermal effects in the BJT's (Q11,12) and allows 
independent termination of the square-law current into RV3 so the square-law symmetry can be 
trimmed independent to the linear driver stage symmetry. The CMOS p/n gain are not well matched, 
typically 30% different, whereas the linear stage gain is well matched and the linear stage does not 
need any trimming for symmetry. Trimming the square-law symmetry now gives better cube-laws.

2. PC stage is omitted

The PC stage latch-up problem can't happen when the PC stage is omitted. But without the PC stage 
more care is needed to keep just below hard-clipping to prevent clamping to the rails due to the 
increasing cube-law gain at the peaks. Clamping sounds terrible because of the high order 
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harmonics that are generated and ruins the sound of the amplifier during overload. 

However, in Figure 2.2a we have halved the number of MOSFET's because we now use Th-SOA, 
so the problem of clamping to the rails with no PC is reduced in Class-A. In Class-AB50 the problem 
of clamping to the rails with no PC is eliminated because the gain at the peaks has stopped 
increasing. So Class-AB50 is the preferred option.

3. Use matched zener diodes for regulating the 12V rails

Figure 2.2a shows two matched 12V 1W zener diodes rather than +/-12V three-terminal regulators. 
Matching of zeners can be done from hand from standard 5% zeners. You should get several pairs 
matched to 20mV from a batch of 10 zeners. You could use two 12V zeners in series for the 24V 
zeners to use up the unmatched ones (since the 24V zeners do not need to be matched).

There were two problems encountered using 3 terminal regulators that led me to not use them. After 
Mason Green built his first amplifier using parts (listed in the original BoM) it was found that the 
DC output drifted by 200mV which did not occur in my article prototype during warm up. This 
difference was traced to the positive 12V regulator's temperature coefficient which was different to 
the negative regulator. Both regulators in my prototype had matching temperature curves. Another 
positive 12V regulator was found that tracks the negative regulator and has been substituted in the 
BoM (Mouser part 863-MC7812CTG by OnSemi) around mid 2015 [footnote 6]. 

Another option is to use a tracking circuit to make regulators track (see Appendix Section 6.6). The 
original Linear Audio Cube-law amp was very sensitive to 12V rail voltage drift due to the use of 
tail resistors on the input stage since there is no rail noise rejection when the rails don't change by 
the same magnitude (but it's not a problem with 12V rail changes of the same magnitude, I think 
that's called common mode changes). 

With the latest modifications in Figure 2.2a which include constant current sources for the tail 
currents of the input stage there is at least a factor of 10 improved 12V rail rejection. If constant 
current sources are added to the input stage of the original Linear Audio PCB then it should allow 
the original +12V regulator (that had non-tracking temperature curves) to be used without getting a 
problem with a large DC drift from start to warmed-up.

A second issue, the SMD +12V regulator failed apparently from re-heating. A leaded one was 
substituted and it was OK. Another SMD was soldered in and it failed. So it appears SMD 
regulators are fairly sensitive to hand soldering, particularly reworking.

LED's on the input to prevent input current through the CMOS protection diodes 
The input signal level for clipping at full power is 1V peak. If the input is driven beyond 1.6V peak 
then the protection diodes in the CMOS input stage start to conduct and the current flows through 
the 1uF input capacitor (C1) which causes an undesirable DC offset. If the overload is asymmetrical 
then it may trip the DC offset speaker protection. 

One way to minimise the DC offset is to increase the input capacitor to 10uF or 100uF using a 
bipolar electrolytic (in parallel with the 1uF non-electrolytic). There should be no warm-up time 
since there is no bias current and no offset voltage on the input resistor with the CMOS input stage. 

Back-to-back LED's on the input before the input capacitor C1 and the 15k input filter resistor is 
moved to before the diodes to limit the LED current. If you have already constructed your PCB then 
just add another 10k on the input to feed the LED's, and you connect to the LED's across the input 
connector.

The NFB jumper is shorted to common to disable global feedback (was opening a jumper to disable 
feedback). Two compensation capacitors are used, one across each of the two feedback resistors. 
Two resistors and two capacitors see less electrical stress when in closed loop. The capacitors can 

6 It may seem odd using regulators from different manufacturer's. If you want them from the same manufacturer then 
there is a negative one by OnSemi (Mouser part ?). Note the Motorola positive regulator is the odd one out, 
presumably using a different reference circuit to most other regulators. 
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be 100V for when the jumper is shorted to common since the rail voltages can be over 50V on idle. 

The 220pF capacitors from the drain to gate resistors of the power MOSFET's have been omitted. 
These capacitors need to be 200V since the rail voltages can be over 50V on idle and the rail to 
voltage can appear across these capacitors. The gate stopper resistors R50 and R51 are increased 
from 220R and 470R to 470R and 820R respectively.

 2.3 Adding Thermal Safe Operating Area protection (Th-SOA) 

As already mentioned, Thermal Safe Operating Area protection or “Thermal-SOA” (or “Th-SOA” 
for short) is a new approach I have developed to solve the difficult problem of getting the most out 
of power transistors without risking blowing them up and without sharp switching spikes [ref 16] 
from negative internal resistances when the SOA load-line is exceeded.

BTW: Th-SOA is perhaps the significant improvement so far since it allows half the number power 
MOSFET's to be used. These MOSFET's are a significant part of the cost of the amplifier and 
reducing their number by half brings the Linear Audio Cube-law amp cost into line with the cost of 
regular MOSFET amplifiers. 

Most power amplifier designers suggest adding a thermostat switch (a bi-metallic self-resetting 
switch) on the heatsink to turn off the amp if the heatsink gets hotter than what we thought it would 
ever get. 

The loss of sound for a few minutes is not as bad as a smoking amp. But in a single power amp gig 
it can be disastrous. A user friendly approach is to reduce the amps maximum power while the 
heatsink cools down and this can be achieved very simply using the Cube-law amps clip power port 
on the input connector with a thermostat over-temperature switch and a trimpot. 

But this means for the original Linear Audio amp you need either: 
1) well matched 74HCU04 of U1, e.g. the 7WU04 adapter (Appendix 6.4), or 
2) an extra trimpot and 5 resistors,
3) an auto-offset circuit (one 74HCU04 and 10 resistors).

 2.3.1 A thermostat switch for simple Thermal-SOA

This is simplest form of Thermal-SOA – a thermostat switch with a trimpot (or two fixed resistors) 
to drop the clip power back to a safe level. The worst case situation to protect against is a direct 
output short where the output current needs to be limited to less than 1A RMS to keep the power 
dissipation slightly less than the idle dissipation of 60W (for the 100W Class-A amp with the 
recommended heatsink of 0.38°C/W per channel). 

A direct short current of 1A is set by a trimpot across the thermostat switch. Before the thermostat 
trips, which may take a few seconds, the full short circuit output current will flow even with 
moderate volume settings (due to the loss of negative feedback with the output shorted). The output 
current is limited to about 12A RMS by the 470 ohm resistors in the driver transistor collectors 
which limits the gate voltage to the power MOSFET's which limits the output current. After the 
thermostat trips and the short is removed the output current is limited to 1A RMS until it resets. The 
volume change from full power is not as much as it appears on paper; you may find it hard to hear 
the difference.

For the Linear Audio Cube-law amp use a 20k trimpot across normally closed thermostat contacts 
(opening on over-temp) and these connect to input terminals 3 and 4 (for RCLP). You need one 
thermostats for each amplifier [footnote 7]. 

With thermostat switches you don't need two pair of dual-die lateral MOSFET's like the original 
Linear Audio Cube-law amp circuit shows. The savings in lateral MOSFET's is about $40 per 

7 You originally needed one thermostat switch, so you only need one more thermostat for two channels, provided you 
use a mains fuse.
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channel and the cost of two thermostat is about $20 extra or a saving of $60 for two channels. 

It is strongly recommended that the thermostat switch is mounted as close as possible to the power 
MOSFET's to minimise the peak junction temperature just before the switch trips. To achieve this 
add a thermal spreader plate under each power MOSFET's, as in Figure 2.3.1a.

Thermal washers (x2)

Thermal spreader (Al)

Thermal switch

C/S bolt in spreader
(nut on top)

 
Illustration 2: Figure 2.3.1a. Thermal spreader plate shortens the trip time for less thermal  

stress on the power transistors and reduces the thermal washer resistance.

The plate is sized for two thermal washers per plate which is large enough for mounting the thermal 
switch on the spreader plate. The thermal resistance of the thermal washers is effectively halved 
which allows a smaller heatsink for the same maximum junction temperature. An article by John 
Escallier in Linear Audio Volume 9 mentions the spreader plate and his spreadsheet (available at the 
Linerar Audio site) can be used to check the improvement for different plate thickness and widths.

More importantly, the spreader plate significantly reduces the peak junction temperature reduced 
during an output short (see Section 3 thermal simulations). The thickness of the spreader should be 
about twice the thickness of the copper tab, or about 5mm thick aluminium plate for a lateral 
MOSFET's (TO-247) or a 3mm plate if copper is used. Countersunk bolts hold the thermostat to the 
plate. With countersunk bolts holes are not needed through the heatsink for the thermostat, only for 
the power transistors which are placed between fins [footnote 8].

Tip: If you want the sound level to fall-back with a thermostat but don't want to implement the 
changes in Figure 2.2a then you can simply attenuate the amplifiers input signal to reduce the output 
power level so the heatsink stays below the maximum allowable temperature, e.g. by adding a ?k 
resistor to shunt the input to signal ground using a thermostat that closes on over temp [footnote 9].

 2.3.2 Dynamic Thermal-SOA using a Photo-Voltaic FET for the Cube-law amp

A better dynamic Thermal SOA circuit can be added to the Linear Audio Cube-law amp using a 
photovoltaic FET to vary the clip power once the heatsink temperature is exceeds a limit; then the 
clip power level is progressively reduced so the heatsink temperature doesn't go any higher. 

This protects the amplifier against shorts on the output and very hot environments or heatsinks that 
are inadvertently shielded, and it the amplifier always does nice soft-clipping for minimal high-
order (harsh) distortion. 

Power amplifier designers should like it because the pesky problems of standard SOA load-line 
limiting circuits are eliminated [footnote 10]. 

Not only have we halved the cost of the lateral MOSFET's but we can also eliminate the fuse on the 
PCB. If you use Class-AB biasing at half the idle current for Class-A ,you can cut back on the 
heatsink cost, e.g., by using a 0.6°C/W instead of a 0.38°C/W which can save another $20 for two 
channels, and a smaller case could save more as well.

8 For standard 20mm pitch fins the thermal switch is a tight fit and may need ½ mm filed off the flange to get it 
between the transistors, that's if the holes are already drilled for the transistors. If not, you can offset the transistor 
holes by ½ mm so the thermostat fits between the two transistors. If that doesn't work then mount it on the other side.

9 This is less sensitive to hum pick-up than opening a resistor in series with the input
10 ...by using simple flat current limiting which does not cause havoc from load-line tripping an inductive load which 

can causes a sharp spike as the output voltage all the way to the opposite power rail and through the catch diodes. 
These spikes are rightly called 'tweeter eaters' and very few speaker protector circuits trip on these spikes!
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Figure 2.3.2a shows the circuit using a photovoltaic (PV) FET Relay to vary the resistance of the 
clip power pot. The clip power is progressively reduced once the heatsink temperature is exceeds a 
limit which dynamically limits the heatsink temperature as a thermal feedback loop.
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Illustration 3: Figure 2.3.2a. A Photovoltaic FET is used as a variable resistor to reduce clip 

power when the heatsink temperature exceeds the comparator set-point limit. The clip power is 
progressively reduced so the heatsink temperature doesn't go any higher than the set-point.

The clip power reduces fairly steeply from 60°C to 70°C with some overshoot within 5 seconds 
after the output is shorted even with a moderate input voltage. The set-point temperature is set by 
R15 about 1.5V higher than the Vbe multiplier temperature. R15 is chosen to get 21.5V across Q3 
at the set-point temperature of 70°C in this example. When the temperature of Q26 increases the 
voltage across Q3 falls at about 50mV/°C and this reduces the voltage across the PV diode and turns 
off the relay MOSFET's when the temperature is above about 80°C. The relay outputs connect in 
series with the clip power pot 'RCLP' and Vgen2 must be connected to the output of the differential 
amp. You need to decide what trip temperature you want and then find your value for R15 – it 
depends on whether the heatsink can be touched or cannot be touched. 

  
Illustration 4: Figure 2.3.2b. Cube-law amplifier no clip (left), Th-SOA using a PV SSR (mid  
~5W) and resistor (right ~3W). Notice this SSR gives a nice soft clip over a wide range of clip  

power levels. (X input 1V/div, Y output 10V/div; 50Hz)

Figure 2.3.2b shows waveforms using the circuit in Figure 2.3.2a for Th-SOA using a TLP222G 
PV SSR. Left waveform is with no Th-SOA limiting and clipping is the normal shape for full power 
(the supply rails are reduced to 35V for 50W while developing the Th-SOA). Mid waveform is after 
the heatsink temperature has been forced up to about 70°C causing the SSR to reduce the clip power 
to 3W into 8 ohms. The right waveform shows the clip waveform when a trimpot is used instead of 
the MOSFET SSR to reduce the clip level. The TLP222G SSR gives a softer clip than a resistor. 
Nice☺ 

Tip: You can use a Th-SOA to protect your mains transformer from getting too hot. You can use 
another thermostat in good thermal contact with the transformer windings or you can use another 
dynamic Th-SOA circuit (Figure 2.3.2a) on a small PCB, or run 3 wires to the second Q3 if the 
extra circuit is on the amplifier or power supply PCB's. With Th-SOA protection of your mains 
transformer you can use a smaller transformer and reduce the size and weight of the case, and 
reduce the cost.
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 2.4 Increasing the feedback gain for a higher Damping Factor

There are 2 driver stages that load the input stage and reduce the gain of the input stage. Adding a 
buffer between them is one way to boost the gain of the input stage by a factor of 4. Another way is 
to rearrange the square-law driver stage voltage generator to act as a follower as well rearrange the 
linear driver stage to the 'Diamond' configuration.

 2.4.1 Buffer between the input stage and driver stages for a higher DF

The Rout to make the frequency response differences inaudible depends on the loudspeaker 
impedance plot and the person's hearing some are reported to be trained well enough to detect down 
to +/-0.1dB. For most speakers and most listeners a Damping Factor (DF) of 20 or 0.4 ohms, should 
be enough for 99% of speakers. 

Figure 2.4.1a shows the circuit to add a buffer between the input stage and driver stages for a 
higher Damping Factor so frequency response differences become inaudible even to a well trained 
ear.

For my tests, I changed R5 to 100 ohms (LA article circuit was was 330) and R7 to 220 ohms (LA 
article circuit was 22 ohms) to attenuate the PC output, otherwise the PC stage gobbles up the extra 
gain that the buffer stage releases by not loading the input stage. 

Then re-adjusting the PC trimpot for optimum linearity with the JFET buffer, the input stage gain 
increased to 25 (was 6), that's a 4 times increase in the amplifier's loop gain. Rout now measures 
only 0.22 ohms, about 4 times lower than before the buffer was added. 

That is my best mod so far to get a lower output resistance using a simple modification. Almost 
everyone should be happy with a DF of 40. And I expect the distortion will be 12dB lower as well 
[footnote 11]. The buffer requires only 5 parts and requires only R5 and R7 to be changed. You cut 
one track that runs from U1's output to U3's input. Then run 4 wires to a small add-on matrix board 
for the circuit shown in Figure 2.4.1a (matrix board layout pending).
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(c) Ian Hegglun April 2016

Illustration 5 Figure 2.4.1a. Buffer between input stage and driver stages gives 4x more overall  
feedback and a DF of 40 (frequency response of speakers now inaudible to a well trained ear).

 

 2.4.2 Increasing the driver stage input resistance for a higher DF

There are 2 driver stages that load the input stage and reduce the gain of the input stage. The 2nd 
way to reduce loading is to rearrange the square-law driver stage voltage generator to act as a 
follower. Then rearrange the linear driver stage to the 'Diamond' configuration. Appendix Figure 
6.7a shows these modifications for high input resistance of both driver stages. These modifications 
have been implemented in the BiModal 4v1 circuits for both the Cube-law and the CSD versions. 
These changes reduce the output resistance to below 0.1 ohms without needing a buffer stage.

11 Maybe to even 1ppm at 1W (0.0001%) but I don't have equipment to confirm it. Please let me know what you got.
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3. Summary of Supplement 2+
 3.1 Supplement 2+ brings a raft of modifications to the Linear Audio Vol.8 Cube-law amplifier 

to make it easier to get going and giving top-quality sound and more than adequate 
specifications, including a low Rout or high Damping Factor. It features a mellow overload 
sound, compact enclosure, and 'bullet-proof' SOA protection. Making a good Cube-law amp 
even better!

 3.2 Th-SOA is perhaps the most significant improvement so far since it allows half the number 
power MOSFET's to be used. These MOSFET's are a significant part of the cost of the 
amplifier and reducing their number by half brings the Linear Audio Cube-law amp cost into 
line with the cost of regular MOSFET amplifiers. You can also add a Th-SOA to your mains 
transformer. Cool!☺

 3.3 A 'BiModal' PCB means you can make either the low cost bipolar 'CSD' version or the 
simplified lateral MOSFET 4v1. As far as I can tell the sound of the low cost bipolar 'CSD' 
4v1 version (Figure 6) is as good as the Cube-law 4v1. You can now make both versions and 
compare them A/B for yourself. 

Illustration 6: Figure 6. BiModal 4v1 CSD build

4. Helpful links
Linear Audio Cube amp article: Linear Audio Vol 8 Sep 2014 to view summary to view 
summary or purchase article print version or PDF. (Only the print version has the free PCB 
offer). 
The original Linear Audio Cube-amp thread at diyAudio forum 

The BiModal Cube-amp thread at diyAudio forum [pending]
File downloads on MyDrive>IansCubelawAmps at https://goo.gl/ow61Bo 
for Addendum, Supplement, BOM, Gerber's, Simulation files, Simulation Guide, etc.

My old website https://PAKlaunchsite.jimdo.com/lacav8/ (or use a search engine for my 
current URL).   Contact me https://PAKlaunchsite.jimdo.com/contact/
Mason Green's website for Greenchild amps 

5. References
 5.1  Ian Hegglun, "A Cube-law audio power amplifier – Class A at 1/4 of the idle dissipation” Linear Audio Vol.8 
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https://web.archive.org/web/20121010180230/http://www.tcaas.btinternet.co.uk/hiraga1.htm One of his design 
objectives is "Soft" distortion characteristic (rate of distortion going up steadily with the output power 
increase)”. His Fig. 3 shows a 'natural or soft distortion' a progressive harmonic rise with power of valves.

 5.11 Nelson Pass said somewhere? “NFB takes something away”. My hunch is that it takes away soft-clipping, 
and this affects the amp sound even before harder clip starts because soft-clipping is heard even before harder 
clip starts, also explaining why SET amps still sound good despite their relatively high distortion readings. 
Similar discovery by Boyk [URL?], Norman Korean (Pt.2 2001 URL?); Fritz Langford Smith [ref 17 below]; 
Bob Cordell has frequently said that “power amps misbehave differently when clip” [ref 19 below].

 5.12 Nelson Pass, ‘How to build your own FirstWatt F6’, The Burning Amp Festival 2012, 
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about 37 minutes into the audio track). [Notes: 64/38 ~ 0.6 or 1/1.7 and my 'basic' Sq-A was 0.64 and Sq-A was 
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 5.15  Arto Kolinummi, 'Audio Power Amplifiers - towards inherently linear amplifiers', Thesis reprint by Linear 
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 5.16 LM3875 "overture" audio amp, Datasheet Fig.7 SOA spiking waveforms. SOA spiking waveforms SpiKe TM 
Self Peak Instantaneous Temperature Protection (Ke for Kelvin?). Fig 25,26 shows Pdis with Pout for various 
supply voltages, e.g. +-30V Pdis peaks at 30W 1.5C/W HS. Fig.27 shows this IC needs 33V rails to get 50W at 
0.1% THD into 8 ohms and Pdis is about 55W on 0.7C/W heatsink. 
http://www.ti.com/lit/ds/snas083d/snas083d.pdf LM3875 'Overture' amp IC with Spike protection AN Snaa008. 
Shows effects of SOA tripping Fig 16,17. http://www.ti.com/lit/an/snaa008b/snaa008b.pdf 

 5.17 Fritz Langford-Smith, ‘Audio amplifiers’, IRE Trans. Audio, March 1957 p25-30. He wrote in 1957 that 
audio power amplifiers should include “A good overload characteristic – that is, the distortion at outputs above 
the rated maximum power should not increase at an excessive rate.”

 5.18 Halcro DM38 review by Martin Colloms in HFN, June 2004, p60-63. 
http://www.stereophile.com/solidpoweramps/1004halcro/index.html#Yptd4UAS6H1GVldK.97 

 5.19 Bob Cordell, 'I have said many times that amplifiers sound different because they misbehave differently. They 
often don't misbehave in detectable ways on the test bench, so that gives rise to the disconnect between 
measured results and listening results in real-world situations.' http://www.diyaudio.com/forums/solid-
state/171159-bob-cordells-power-amplifier-book-142.html#post2435177 

 5.20  Bob Cordell, DIY audio forums, “When it comes to introducing soft-clipping, some are reluctant because 
they have worked so hard to get THD vanishingly low right up to full power, and then with the addition of soft-
clipping distortion will begin to rise into the 0.01% or 0.1% range even at maybe half power.” [link?]

 5.21 Peter Blomley, 'A new approach to Class-B amplifier design', Wireless World, Feb 1971 p51-61, Mar p127-
131. http://www.keith-snook.info/wireless-world-magazine/Wireless-World-1971/New%20Approach%20to
%20class%20B%20Amplifier%20Design.pdf 

 5.22  Texas Instruments. The official diamond structure is Fig 6 in the OPA660 note Sboa071, 
http://www.ti.com/lit/an/sboa071/sboa071.pdf . Not to be confused with an unusual Class-AB differential input 
stage called 'current-on-demand' – See Walt Jung's 'Opamp Applications Handbook' (referenced below).

 5.23 Walt Jung's 'Opamp Applications Handbook' p104 http://www.kelm.ftn.uns.ac.rs/literatura/mpi/pdf/Op
%20Amp%20Applications%20Handbook.pdf (enter p122 into PDF) Fig.1-104 shows a VFB opamp Class-AB 
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structure is inherently better than VFB. BTW John Curl's JC1 uses a JFET 'current-on-demand' input stage, see 
AES paper 21 Oct 1980 [link?] 
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K O'Connor, "Everyone has generally considered the "optimal class-B" biasing to be Class-AB until Doug 
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35W into 8 ohms with 400mA idle current “so most of the time with music it operates in Class-A”. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Push–pull_output#Square-law_push.E2.80.93pull 

 5.28 LittelFuse catalogue 
http://www.littelfuse.com/~/media/electronics/product_catalogs/littelfuse_fuse_catalog.pdf.pdf 

 5.29 Joe Rasmussen, ELSINORE Mark 6 loudspeaker DIY kit, "The Linear Current Loudspeaker" Paper: The 
Mystery of the Current Mode Amplifier (Or “The Journey of the Non-Voltage Amplifier” Part 2, 
http://customanalogue.com/tlcl_speaker.htm . For Part 1 http://customanalogue.com/various/Current-
Amplification.pdf . Joe said, “I do not know of anybody else who has achieved such a result and I have been 
doing speakers for more than 40 years." Advertised as: "Flat Frequency Response, Ultra-Flat Impedance, Ultra-
Flat Current Phase Angle: Easiest Loudspeaker To Drive – Ever?”   Elsinore Mark 6 Project Kits: Kit of parts, 
Drivers & Built Crossovers (you build boxes), Australian $2700.

 5.30 Jake Rothman, 'Hi-Fi valve amplifier', Everyday with Practical Electronics Pt 1 Jun 1995 p434-441; Pt 2 Jul 
1995 p560-565. 

 5.31  Teemu Kyttälä, “Solid state guitar amplifiers”, 2008 1st Ed. http://www.jeanpierrepoulin.com/PDF/transistor.pdf 

 5.32 ALFET Semilab datasheet http://products.semelab-tt.com/pdf/magnatec/ALF16N16W%20ALF16N20W.pdf 

 5.33 Leo Simpson, Peter Smith, 'Studio 350 Power Amplifier Module', Silicon Chip Jan 2004 p12-19, Feb 2014 p?

 5.34 Jan Didden reply to 'ScopeBoy', 06 Oct 2014, that “non-switching” amps are not “non-switching” in reality 
http://www.diyaudio.com/forums/solid-state/261458-ian-heggluns-classa-3-cube-law-amp-3.html#post4079924 

============ ============

6. Main Appendix

 6.1  The size and cost of Class-A comes down to that of Class-B 

It would be good to have some links to amps you built to show what size of 100W Class-A can be.

Th-SOA is perhaps the most significant improvement so far since it allows half the number power 
MOSFET's to be used. These MOSFET's are a significant part of the cost of the amplifier and 
reducing their number by half brings the Linear Audio Cube-law amp cost into line with the cost of 
regular MOSFET amplifiers.

 6.2  Why is Cube-law-AB virtually free of crossover distortion?

If you look carefully at Figure 6.2a you can see a difference between Class-AB (black line) and 
Cube-law Class-AB (green line) as circled at the crossover boundary. 

The circle shows leaving Class-A and the green line for Cube-law's passes through this region 
smoothly. So we get very little high-order harmonics from Cube-law-AB known as crossover 
distortion. 

But the black line, actually Square-law Class-AB, has a sudden bend at the crossover boundary (as 
circled) and this sudden gain change throws up a lot of high order harmonics known as crossover 
distortion. 
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Figure 6.2a. Why a Cube-law Class-AB amplifier produces very little crossover distortion

Proof that Cube-law Class-AB amplifier does not increase above the Cube-law Class-A level
The following tests results show that the distortion level of the Linear Audio Cube-law amplifier 
biased for Cube-law Class-A (left) and Cube-law Class-AB (right at half the bias current). Notice 
the distortion in Class-AB does not increase above the Class-A level. 

  

Figure 6.2b. Cube-law Class-A's harmonic distortion spectra at 50W/8Ω (Vol.8 Fig.8).
 Figure 6.2c Cube-law Class-AB50 at 50W/8Ω (Vol.8 Fig 11) half the idle current crossover ~10W. 
Notice higher order harmonics 7th, 9th,11th are much the same on the right, so negligible added 
crossover distortion from Cube-law Class-AB50 ! (Y-axis is a ratio and not % and '0.001' is actually '0.1%')

The idle current for Class-AB was set at half the idle current for Cube-law Class-A which gave 
Class-A up to 10W. When the distortion was measured at 50W it was the same distortion level as 
the normal Class-A biased amplifier. So the distortion does not increase above the Class-A level 
showing there is virtually no crossover distortion in Cube-law Class-AB at 50% of the Class-A bias 
current. And at 50% the Class-A bias current this makes the heatsink size, weight and cost of the 
Cube-law Class-AB amplifier much the same as a Class-B amplifier. 

This has been the Holy Grail of audio power amplifier designer’s. 

But my article distortion figures were limited to 0.03% resolution due to my 16 bit PC soundcard. 
Distortion is expected to be well below that level at normal listening power levels around 1W. 

Douglas Self kindly mentioned the Cube-law technique in his 2016 book [ref 3] effectively 
acknowledging it's technical advantage over regular Class-A. Douglas' criticism, that distortion is 
still higher than standard Class-B designs, is presumably based on my limited distortion resolution 
that I quoted in my Vol.8 article. 

I am patiently awaiting measurements at 1W by someone who can equipment to measure down to 
0.0001% (1ppm). My simulations suggest this should be obtainable (particularly with the 
modification of VR4 in Figure 2.2a of this Supplement).

I'd like to hear from anyone who has the distortion down to a few ppm level at around 1W. In the 
mean time I think you'd be wise to overlook Douglas' comment on the Linear Audio Cube-law amp 
until actual figures at typical listening power levels (like at 1W) become available.
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Why is Cube-law Class-AB crossover distortion sound as benign as Class-A distortion?

My simulations uncovered an interesting relationship of the harmonic structure of Cube-law Class-
AB crossover distortion compared to other types of crossover distortion, such as from Class-B, 
standard high-bias Class-AB and Square-law Class-AB. 

It is a helpful to plot the harmonic structure of Class-B, high-bias Class-AB, Square-law Class-AB 
and Cube-law Class-AB and notice the similarity in harmonic rolloff rates to a triangle wave, a 
parabolic wave and a cubic wave. If you can see the similarities then you will see why Cube-law 
Class-AB is superior to all the others – the way to go.

I have summarised my findings using Fourier analysis for a Square wave, Triangle wave, Parabolic 
wave, and Cubic waveforms. The harmonics for each of these waveforms roll off at 20dB/decade 
faster than the previous one. 

Reference spectra

∫v dt ∫v dt

Square Triangle Parabolic Cubic

Log f

dB

Log f

dB

Log f

dB-20dB/dec -40dB/dec -60dB/dec
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-80dB/dec
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Cube-AB crossoverSq-AB

1 1 1 1 Log f

dB
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fund+ Fund+1/n2 Fund+1/n3

LPF analogy
© Ian Hegglun 2015

~opt-B crossover

Figure 6.2d. Harmonic spectra for gm-doubling, standard Class-B, and cube-law Class-AB.

Simulations reveal the corresponding roll-off rates as shown. Namely, optimum biased Class-B and 
square-law Class-AB rolloff at -60dB per decade. Standard high-bias Class-AB rolls off at 
-40dB/decade and is worse than optimum biased Class-B and square-law Class-AB.

But Cube-law Class-AB crossover distortion spectrum rolls off at -80dB/decade and that makes a 
world of difference for audio power amplifier's.

Why is the harmonic roll-off rate an important parameter? Our hearing sensitivity curves roll-up at 
approximately +40 to+50dB/dec in the 1kHz to 3kHz range when multiple tones do not cause 
masking. This means we want any harmonics from crossover distortion to roll-off faster than 
-50dB/decade so harmonic distortion from crossover distortion cannot be heard. 

Standard Class-B amplifiers have difficulty reducing the level of the higher order harmonics from 
crossover distortion due to:
1) Our ear boosts the higher order harmonics at about the same rate as they reduce so all are nearly 
equally apparent, and 
2) The negative feedback factor of most Class-B power amplifiers rolls-off at 20dB/decade in the 
same frequency range where our ear boosts the higher order harmonics and this makes it hard to 
suppress crossover distortion and make it inaudible – even with as much negative feedback as is 
practically possible with presently available transistors. 

But with a roll-off rate of -80dB per decade for Cube-law Class-AB crossover distortion we don't 
need to worry about the high order harmonics being heard, because, as long as the low order 
harmonics are made inaudible then we are guaranteed that Cube-law Class-AB crossover distortion 
will never be heard. 
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Now it is not difficult to make the low-order distortion from Cube-law Class-AB heard – it can be 
achieved quite easily in practice with only 20dB of negative feedback, that's compared to about 
60dB of negative feedback needed to suppress crossover distortion in typical Class-B amplifiers.

So with a roll-off rate of -80dB per decade for Cube-law Class-AB crossover distortion we have 
tapped into a very powerful insight if we want to make crossover distortion inaudible in a power 
amplifier. For example with a roll-off rate of -80dB per decade for Cube-law Class-AB crossover 
distortion we no longer need to use gobs of negative feedback to make crossover distortion 
inaudible, and I don't think this has been achieved by any previous Class-AB output stage apart 
from (maybe) the Blomley topology [ref 21]. 

So Cube-law Class-AB is in a class of it's own with crossover distortion effectively eliminated from 
our hearing. It makes Square-law Class-AB redundant, as well as standard Class-B redundant, not to 
mention standard high-bias Class-AB. 

Then what about Quartic-law's? Wouldn't that be even better, even less crossover distortion and 
even less idle dissipation than Cube-laws? Yes the idle dissipation is lower but there is no need for a 
faster roll-off rate than -80dB per decade, so why bother using Quartic-law's circuitry? There's no 
point. Generating quartic-law's requires more components and we want discrete designs that are as 
simple as possible. Quartic-law's are still a possibility for IC's.

And another thing. The above harmonic spectra analysis shows us why standard THD 
measurements fail miserably to tell us how good an amplifier will sound when comparing different 
types of output stages like I did above for Class-B, standard high-bias Class-AB and Square-law 
Class-AB. For instance the Linear Audio Cube-law amp with 0.03% THD at 30W could sound as 
good as a Class-B amp with 0.001% THD at 30W. 

So THD readings are meaningless by them selves because they need the harmonic spectra of the 
distortion to make any sense. Unfortunately, that information is usually not available. However, if 
you have understood the above plots you now know that there is a way to look at different output 
stage gain plots and meaningfully compare THD readings because the harmonic spectra can be 
easily known from intuitive Fourier analysis of the gain plots of an output stage.

But even if we can get the THD readings to be “meaningful” they are still not relevant to the 
majority of amplifiers because of clipping and these values only apply to amplifiers below clip. 
Because most power amps clip the below clip THD readings can be disregarded – it is subtle 
differences in their clip behaviour that makes different power amplifiers sound different. Most 
designers and sales persons do not mention this because it opens a 'can-of-worms'. If they are honest 
then they would admit that power amplifiers need well behaved clipping like soft-clipping to make 
them a good amplifier. Soft clipping is covered in the next section. 

 6.3  Why is soft-clipping indispensable for a good sounding amp?

More amp designers are becoming aware that it is the clipping behaviour of power amplifiers that 
explains the mysterious and perplexing differences heard in amplifiers, apparently, irrespective their 
measurements (with a few exceptions) [ref 14]. 

The clipping behaviour of power amplifiers can explain why too much negative feedback seems to 
makes an amplifier sound “sterile”. It can be explained simply by the need to wind the volume back 
level back to just below clipping during listening test and you loses dynamic range which seems to 
makes an amplifier sound “sterile”compared to a similar wattage power amp that can have a higher 
volume level and can be overload without nasty recovery issues. This can explain why a transistor 
amps won't have the 'warmth' of a tube amp of the same power rating. 

Some blame using too much negative feedback claiming that too much negative feedback is bad for 
the sound of the amplifier. Well, it is true. And it does not take much to prove it for yourself. Check 
out Menno van der veen [ref 13], who was sceptical at first. My independent tests are given in 
Appendix 5.3.1 where I used a variable NFB constant gain test rig to vary the hardness of clipping 
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to find how much negative feedback is too much when over loading an amp. Once you realise it's 
pretty much all about good clipping in the power amp [footnote 12] you can climb off the ultra-low 
distortion treadmill and concentrate on what really matters – good clipping, more specifically soft 
symmetrical clipping. 

Some argue that 
“Soft clipping totally messes up my vanishingly low distortion plots from half power (or even less) the 
distortion climbs up! and I spent years trying to get is absolutely flat up to full power!! It's no longer Hi-Fi! 
How I can I live with that?” 

That view of an “absolutely flat 0.0001% distortion right up to full power” is flawed in practice 
because when the power amp clips it will give the worst possible distortion with oodles of high 
order harmonics. 

What you need for a good sounding amplifier when it clips is a steadily increasing distortion from 
about half power to get a smooth transition into clipping – that way you don't get nasty high order 
harmonics when it clips, so there's no problem going into clipping within limits. Bob Cordell found 
this type of soft-clipping effectively gives you the a factor of 3 boost in apparent amp power before 
the clipping distortion starts to be noticeable [private email]. 

Maybe you need to run some soft-clipping versus hard-clipping tests. If you do the tests you will 
hear like me that your amp sounds better with a distortion profile that rises steadily from about half 
power. That's what tube amps do and some had figured this out a long time ago [ref 30]. But it has 
taken a long time to eliminate all the other possibilities of what's not causing it, and then to find a 
way to explain 'why it is so' in technical terms. 

So if it's not all about getting vanishingly low distortion plots then you can now consider other 
simpler topologies that you discarded because they gave too high distortion – and maybe you will 
reconsider 'Zen amps', or what about the two-stage Cube-law topology? 

The Cube-law amp in Class-AB is cost competitive amplifier with conventional Class-B designs. It 
sounds just as good as Cube-law Class-A! And with the Th-SOA modification the number of lateral 
power MOSFET's is halved and the fuse in series with the output to the speaker can then be 
omitted. 

 6.3.1  Testing the 15dB negative feedback limitation

My Linear Audio Vol.8 article has a section that mentions the findings of several reputable audio 
researchers that “most amplifiers sound the same until they clip” [ref 7,9,11] – and that most 
amplifiers do clip without most people knowing it. This requires a paradigm shift for power amp 
design and testing. So what's my hard evidence?

Like Bob Cordell and some other designers, I have (re-)discovered that the clipping behaviour 
predominately defines an amplifier's sound [ref 14]. Clipping sound dominates over THD figures, 
over tube/FET/BJT sound, over high NFB, over thermal memory distortion, over capacitor sound, 
over cables, and over digital versus vinyl; pretty much everything we thought was important. 

Most audio power amp designers overlook clipping because they assume that their amplifier will 
never clip and if it does clip then you either need to uprate your amplifier or get more efficient 
speakers or both! A more helpful and responsible approach is to incorporate soft-clipping into all 
power amplifiers. 

Most of the arguments for-and-against using high negative feedback have ignored amplifier clipping 
because they assume clipping never occurs in their amplifier. But when we accept that clipping 
happens it suddenly makes sense – too much negative feedback turns soft-clipping into hard-
clipping because high order harmonics are so obvious and not nice sounding. 

12 You only need to design for good clipping in the power amp and the phono preamp (if you use one) since all the 
other stages can be kept below the clip level of the source (first stage) – guitar fuzz units are an exception.
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And I think it can explain Nelson Pass' observation that negative feedback “takes something away” 
from the sound as strange as that seems, I think it can explained by negative feedback taking away 
the open loop soft-clipping and turning it into hard-clipping [ref 11]. 

So I did a test using a specially modified lateral MOSFET amplifier where the amount of feedback 
was continuously variable while keeping the overall gain constant. I found once I reached about 
14dB of feedback then the mellow clipping changed likeability and sounded harsh. The waveform 
with 14dB of negative feedback is shown as Figure 5.3.1a. This is all output stage clipping, the 
amp input stage is not doing any clipping.

Illustration 7 Figure 6.3.1a. 14dB NFB is 
where a mellow tube overload sound changes 

to a hard-clip transistor-like sound.  

Illustration 8 Figure 6.3.1b. Now set the 
variable output stage NFB for 6dB and you 

get this – a nice mellow overload sound. 

Menno van der Veen independently found the level was 15dB like several others [ref 13]. "... more 
than 15dB of feedback will make you feel that you have built a bad amplifier." Menno van der veen 
was sceptical at first but did the test and proved it to himself, that a good amplifier is all about soft-
clipping, and that means not too much negative feedback, not more than 15dB. It's a paradigm shift 
for power amplifier designer's.

The obsession of most power amplifier designers with Ultra-Low Distortion is a deviation into 
pointlessness. We know now that it is the clipping behaviour that differentiates good sounding 
power amplifier from bad sounding power amplifiers, from mediocre sounding power amplifiers 
[footnote 13]. 

The big question: do we have to limit the amount of negative feedback in all our power amplifiers 
to just 15dB!? 

Bear in mind that for most power amplifier designers, 15dB is virtually nothing, because typically 
40dB – 60dB of negative feedback is standard and to suggest we have to now use only 15dB of 
negative feedback and still get a good sounding amplifier is making it impossible for us designers!

Relax. You can still use 40dB – 60dB of negative feedback provided you use soft-clipping. You can 
do this for any amplifier by adding a soft clip circuit after the volume control to feed the amp's 
input. 

The soft clip circuit at the input prevents the input signal for reaching a level that causes the output 
stage to go into hard-clipping. Obviously, the trick is to set is slightly below the amps hard clip 
input level and this requires a Soft-Clipper that tracks the amplifiers rail voltage, something Bob 
Cordell designed and called a Klever-Klipper that he describes in his book [also ref 6]. 

The added bonus from adding a soft clipper stage before the power amp is that you don't need to 
worry about the pesky problem of transient recovery from hard-clipping, because the input clip 
prevents the power amp from getting into that situation, that's assuming you have used well behaved 
SOA protection in your output stage.

13 When you operate your Ultra Low distortion power amp below clipping,it may sound “sterile” when compared to a 
similar low feedback tube amp of the same power rating, simply because the soft clip tube amp provides a higher 
effective dynamic range before clipping becomes noticeable, giving it “more dynamics” [ref 18 Halcro review]. 
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In the Cube-law amp soft-clipping is built into the input stage. In the Cube-law amp soft-clipping 
happens in the first FET's of the input stage and this is before the global feedback which involves 
the second FET's of the input stage. That means any amount of global feedback can be applied to 
the Cube-law amp without causing any hard-clipping anywhere in the amplifier for normal 
operation [footnote14]. 

 6.4  A surface mount adapter for 7WU04's to DIP-14 for the input stage 

Figure 6.4a shows an arrangement of two 7WU04's to make a 74HCU04. Only U1 needs to have 
good matched threshold voltages (the other 74HCU04's are designed to cancel the threshold voltage 
differences quite well). Mouser 757-TC7WU04FUTE12LF. 

 11

Illustration 9: Figure 6.4a. A 7WU04 to Dip-14 adapter

Note only the 'FU' version, 0.65mm pitch cases, fits Jan Didden's adapter. The adapter is tricky to 
solder by hand but possible with care. Coating the board with liquid flux before soldering is helpful. 
Someone suggested you use excess solder to short the pads and then use solder wick to soak up the 
excess, then test for shorts with a meter. When all shorts are clear test the threshold voltages as for a 
DIP-14 74HCU04 (test method Appendix Section 1 or the Addendum document).

With a DMM on the diode test range (0.6mA) the p-channel for my sample measured 1.149V, and 
the n-channel measured 1.162V, only a 13mV difference. This pair is very close matching and ideal 
for U1. No need for the extra trimpots or auto-offset voltage generator that's needed for any of the 
other 74HCU04's that are available.

 6.5  A servo loop for an auto-offset voltage generator 

Figure 6.5a shows a 4069 inverter as a servo-loop (lower left corner) that is used to cancel 
threshold voltage difference for a good clip symmetry when the clip level pot (RCLP) is very high 
resistance for a few watts of output power even when clipping (Section 2.2 mentions the need for 
good clip symmetry). A servo-loop avoids the need for manual trimming to keep the DC on the 
output below about 0.5V when RCLP is a very high resistance.

14 Under output shorts the zener diodes across the power MOSFET gates cause hard-clipping but that is of no concern.
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Illustration 10: Figure 6.5a. A servo-loop U7 4069 is used to cancel DC offset for when the clip  
level pot Rps is high resistance, for good clip symmetry without an extra trimpot.

A servo loop is formed by a two pole RC feedback filter around inverter U6 to force the input stage 
inverters output to the same as Vgen when Rps becomes a large resistance. A 4069 is used because 
it has a high output resistance of over 100k at 30uA per inverter. The 4069 is a current source that 
injects up to 20uA. The other 4069 inverters U10 is fed by Vgen from the other auto offset 
generator and Vgen2 follows Vgen at low frequencies and DC but at audio frequencies Vgen2 
output is a high resistance AC current source. 

The filter needs to be slow enough to not upset clipping at low frequencies but not too slow to settle 
to new clip power level settings of Rps. With 1Meg and 100nF caps the -6dB pole frequency is 
1.6Hz which is suitable down to 20Hz audio. For simulations 100uF was used because I used an 
input ramp of 1V/s, so derivative plots (eg A/s) give the same numerical values for gm as A/V 
(nifty). 

This circuit is not very sensitive to the type of 4069 used; it does not do any clipping itself so the 
threshold voltage differences are irrelevant, and threshold voltages cancel in the differential pair. 
There is no need to choose any gain resistors like the other auto bias generator since it uses a high 
gain (x100) servo loop to inject the right current to keep the DC at the output low when clipping 
(assuming the first offset generator is set up correctly in the first place for low DC in the output 
when clipping at high power levels).

The circuit works, but I prefer not to use any servo's. As mentioned, I developed an alternative non-
servo circuit circuit (U2 in Figure 2.2a) that works as well as the 4069 servo to fix this DC on the 
output problem over the full range of RCLP needed for use with my dynamic Th-SOA add-on. 

 5.1 A Servo opamp for auto Vos null? 
One way to reduce the number of trimpots is to use a servo opamp. I avoid using servo's because it 
requires a long turn on delay to wait for the servo to settle before turning on the speaker relay; and 
that means you need a speaker protection relay and I'd rather not use them either because they 
cannot break a heavy DC fault current without being blown up in the process and a relay reduces 
the reliability (MTBF) of an amplifier for normal (non-fault) operation. Solid-state relays are now 
an option, but you still need to use mighty hefty MOSFET's for a 100W amp to survive when 
breaking rail voltage onto a direct output short. My dynamic Th-SOA protection looks so elegant 
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when compared to the other regular methods of amp and speaker protection [footnote 15]. 

One option for an opamp servo that I am in favour of uses digitally controlled pots with non-volatile 
memory, so you use the servo opamp once when the power amp is set up and then the digital pot 
remembers the setting for the remainder of the amplifiers life (or you can re-calibarate it if/when the 
circuit is altered). There is not a long turn on delay with a non-volatile digital pot for the DC offset.

I notice Arto Kolunmmi used a digitally controlled variable resistor with a micro to remove the DC 
offset in a no-global feedback amp [ref 15]. 

Another related idea is to use digital pots instead of trimpots (for the most critical settings) so they 
can be automatically set when the amp is commissioned under PC control. Care is needed that the 
digital pots are not accidentally changed or reset in use after the amp is shipped [footnote 16].

 6.6 12V regulators with good thermal tracking 

I discovered the +12V and -12V regulators specified in the original BoM had different temperature 
coefficients which caused the rails to drift apart and the DC offset drifted by 150mV from cold to 
hot as a result! But the regulators in my prototype had matching temperature curves so the DC 
offset was stable during warm up with only 10mV change from cold to hot. 

An alternative +12V regulator (Mouser part 863-MC7812CTG by OnSemi) tracks the negative 
regulator as well as my bench version; it has been substituted in the BoM (Dec2015). 

But if you can't obtain suitable regulators then 2 alternatives are, 1) use 12V zener diodes, Figure 
2.2a, or 2) modify the regulators to make them track Figure 6.6a. Notice a 5V negative regulator is 
used.
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R1

1k;1W

R2

1k/1W

ZD1

24V;1/2W

ZD2

24V;1/2W
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C2

C3

100µ

C4

100µ
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0V 0V
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+/-12V regs with thermal tracking

(c) Ian Hegglun Sep 2016

Illustration 11Figure 6.6a. Most negative regs. do not track positive regs. with temperature.
This simple circuit makes the negative regulator track with temperature.

With this circuit the negative regulator tracks the positive rail over a wide range of temperature. 
With RCLP of 700R and 10.00k resistors you get -12.00V within 10mV from +12V. A fixed resistor 
can be used for RCLP. Selected 10k 1% resistors to about 0.2% will give a mirrored negative rail to 
less than 1% (<100mV).

 6.7  Reducing driver stage loading on the input stage 

The loading on the input stage can be reduced by rearranging the bias generator as a follower in the 
square-law section and the linear driver bias generator can also be rearranged as a follower 
Figure 6.7a (mods circled). The original linear driver uses transdiodes for biasing but this 
modification uses them as folded-followers, sometimes called the diamond input stage [ref 22,23], 
and the input resistance is about 1Meg.

15 How does dynamic Th-SOA provide speaker protection? By making it virtually impossible to blow up the amp.
16 This happened to me – a stepper motor with an inbuilt factory programmable drive board received power supply 

spikes that changed the digital pot setting. We had to be sent it back to be reprogrammed and spike filters added.
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Illustration 12: Figure 6.7a. A modified linear driver for a high input resistance (~1Meg)

The original square-law driver has the bias generator drains returned to the input. The modified 
version now has the drains returned to common. This makes the bias generator act as a voltage 
follower without DC input current, only capacitive loading. 

A further modification is the square-law stage is now combined with the current through the linear 
stage cascode for less thermal variation in the square-law BJT's. This can be used to reduce the 
thermal variations in the Square-law driver. But this cannot be used when using the modified 
Symmetry trimpot idea (VR4 in Figure 2.2a) which means the Square-law driver needs it's own 
cascode transistors and zener diode. 

 6.8  A high gm input stage with a high Ro 

A nifty way to get a high gm input stage with a high Rout is to use bipolar transistors in the output 
side of the input stage as in Figure 6.8a.

Illustration 13 Figure 6.8a. A nifty hybrid MOSFET-BJT input stage, Av~50 into 5k. 
Gm 10mA/V, Ro 100k, Avunloaded ~ 1000, Itail 2mA
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Illustration 14 Figure 6.8b. CMOS inverter has 300mV dVth trimmed out, loading is 5k. 

A nifty mirror diode Q3,Q4 provides some bias temperature compensation for Q1,Q2. The 
operating point is set for roughly half current through the CMOS inverters and the BJT side by R5 
in parallel with trimpot R2 (for Vout DC offset trim). Soft clipping is still present; the rounding is 
generated in the CMOS input FET's.

The BJT's have a high Ro value and all 6 inverters are used for U1 and the tail current is raised to 
2mA. This gives about twice the gm of 10mA/V at 2mA tail current. Since Ro is much more than 
the 5k loading by the drivers the gain is Av=gm×RL=10m×5k=50. About 4 times the original gain of 
15 when loaded by 5k. The simulated output resistance is a bout 20mR. BTW it's 5k loading (not 
3k) on the input stage since the inverter's Ro has gone since BJT's are used instead of an inverter).

But if the high driver stage resistance mods are used (above), or a buffer is added (Section 2.4), then 
the voltage gain of the input stage can be up to 1000, giving a very low output resistance (simulated 
was 3 milliohms). 

 6.9  An all BJT input stage – is it new? 

Yes, it is possible to use complementary BJT's instead of CMOS FET's as shown in Figure 6.9a. 
But the input resistance is quite low, being the beta (hFE)times the emitter dynamic resistance (only 
26 ohms at 1mA). This gives an input resistance of only 10k which is a factor of 100 lower than 
using CMOS inverters and therefore needs a 100uF input capacitor for the same f-3dB cutoff 
frequency. Darlington's (or a CFP?) could be used but the part count is higher. There is also an input 
offset current due to PNP/NPN beta mismatch that needs to be zeroed out, e.g., using the Vos 
trimpot, or a servo opamp. 

Another way to get a high input resistance and a small input capacitor is to add a buffer opamp (or 
J-FET buffer) to drive the input resistor (R10) DC coupled, and the input capacitor and R11 go to 
the buffer's input. 

Notice how LED's are used in the bases to increase the input voltage range to 2V (which allows 
more global feedback). The 1k input resistance is needed to stop input current flowing through the 
base-collector of the input transistors so the gain can fall above 2V input when over driven. 
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Illustration 15 Figure 6.9a. An all BJT input stage. LED's increase input voltage to 2V

The soft clip properties of the original amp are retained (just) where clipping occurs over an input 
range of only about 300mV (Figure 6.9b). It's a harder clip than a CMOS inverter input – similar to 
the clip from using 15dB of negative feedback in a power amp, so it may still sound OK (only 
simulated so far). 

But variable clip level using RCLP (Rps) does not work. Maybe someone can get it to work?

Interestingly, the clipping does not intrude into the lower input voltages range much. This is better 
than the Bob Cordell's Klever-Klipper [ref 6] using silicon diodes for the clipping where distortion 
starts to rise significantly at lower power levels than a CMOS stage – it's the way FET's change 
abruptly from saturation mode to resistance mode when the gate-to-drain voltage reaches a critical 
value. Simulations show the gain variation by 1.9V adds less than 0.001% THD, and starts rising 
above this distortion from about 80W for a 100W amp. Nice. 

Illustration 16 Figure 6.9b. Clipping occurs over only 300mV, harder than 
CMOS inverter's– it's similar to 15dB of negative feedback so still OK (just).

 6.10  Use low beta-fall SMD BJT drivers rather than d-PAK drivers

My first bench circuit for the Linear Audio Cube-law amplifier was 50W and used BC547B and 
BC557B's and was scaled up to 100W with provision to go to 400W which meant the TO-92's 
would dissipate too much power since they are limited to about 50mW in free air. Jan Didden found 
a higher power version of the BC547/557 pair with a high FT and high hFE – the 2SC5706 (NPN) 
and 2SA2039 in a d-PAK. But for the 100W version it is OK to use BC547/557's when the extra 
cascode stage is added to the Square-law driver (Q12, Q13 in Figure 2.2a). 
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It is also possible to use SMD drivers such as 2SC2412KT146R (NPN) and 2SA1037AKT146R if 
the PCB temperature does not go too high. The 'R' means mid gain version (200-350) in SC-
59/SOT-346 (largest SMD pack 0.9mm? Pitch). I tested a batch of ten 2SC2412R from Farnell. The 
mean hFE was 231, SD of 3, Eight <1 SD. 

 6.11  Mains tracking voltage controlled clip level

Another feature of the soft-clipping in the Linear Audio Cube-law amplifier is the clip level changes 
with the load resistance so ripple does not get through even when either the power rail voltage sags 
or the load impedance falls at certain frequencies. 

The reason for this adaptive feature appears to be because the amplifier's output resistance is similar 
to the power supplies rail-rail resistance. For my Linear Audio 100W prototype with a 500VA 
transformer the rail-to-rail incremental resistance was about 1 ohms – about the same as the 
published amplifier's output resistance.

If the amplifiers output resistance is lowered by modifying the circuit to be less than the power rails 
resistance then you will need to use RCLP to find the appropriate resistance to keep out the ripple 
when driving into the minimum loudspeaker resistance, probably around 4 ohms for most 
loudspeakers.

Good clipping is needed for a power amplifier to sound good. The clip level needs to be just under 
the level where the output stage saturates to minimise the amount of power lost for locking out the 
ripple from the power supply. But since the Cube-law amp clip level does not track mains voltage 
changes it needs to be set for low mains voltages and under normal voltages there will be a loss of 
output power. The loss could be 10 to 20W at normal mains levels when there does not normally 
need to be this loss. The Linear Audio Cube-law amp had provision for a clip level pot for mounting 
on the front or back panel so it could be changed if the mains voltage was lower than normal so 
there is no reduction in power for normal mains voltages. But this means checking the mains 
voltage with a meter and adding calibration marks on the clip power pot scale. 

A better idea is to make the clip level track the mains voltage by monitoring the power rail voltage. 
That way it will track with different loading giving the highest possible output power with no power 
rail intrusion. 

One way to vary the clip level is to use an input stage with a bias voltage that tracks the filtered (but 
not regulated) power rail voltage. The power rail minimum voltage across the rail capacitors can 
monitored using a peak diode capacitor so the ripple voltage can be mostly removed so it does no 
audibly modulate the input stage but can still rapidly track rail voltage dips during high power 
bursts. This idea is high on my 'wish-list' for the next version.

The input stage biasing circuit is shown in Figure _ [Contact me if you want a circuit]. This method has 
yet to be bench tested with a peak-hold diode plus capacitor for capturing the minimum rail ripple 
voltage each cycle for a fast enough response to mains dips and a slow return to normal clip range.

 6.12  Summary of tweaks

If you are an audio DIY enthusiast, then check out the Cube-law amp thread on DIYaudio.com 
forum for recent postings of tweaks that have been tried and for other recommendations. 

 6.13  CMOS 74HCU04 threshold voltage measurements 

CMOS 74HCU04 threshold voltages vary from 1.0V to 1,4V for those available from various 
makers. But within the same batch (same date mark) the threshold voltages are quite closely 
matched.

The threshold voltage difference between the p- and n- FET's in the CMOS 74HCU04 can vary 
from 100mV difference to 500mV difference. This is a concern for the input stage U1 because it has 
a significant effect on clip symmetry (Section 2.2 mentions the need for good clip symmetry).
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For the other 4 74HCU04's in the Linear Audio cube-law amp the p- and n- threshold voltage 
mismatch is mostly cancelled by mirroring of pairs of 74HCU04's from the same batch (pairs 
U2,U3 and U4,U5). 

Threshold voltage difference between the p- and n- FET's for U1 can be trimmed out by applying a 
small DC voltage to output of U1 (via the Clip Level connector on the PCB). 

A 74HCU04 for U1 with a threshold voltage difference of less than 10mV means clip symmetry 
trimming is not required. The 7WU04 is the only known 74HCU04 type inverter that is presently 
available with only 10mV of threshold voltage difference. 

The 7WU04 is a triple SMD inverter and an adapter can be used to plug into the Linear Audio PCB. 
See Section 6.4 for details of an adapter. 

Measurements of various 74HCU04's are given below. 

Two test methods were used. They are described below. The DMM test and the low current jig test.

The total threshold voltage for U1 affects the clip power level. The 74HCU04's I used for the Linear 
Audio Vol.8 circuit had threshold voltages of 680mV using the 100uA test (covered below) or 
980mV for the DMM test. But 74HCU04's purchased from Mouser 2015 gave 1200mV using the 
100uA test or 1400mV for the DMM test. 

The more recent 74HCU04's have higher threshold voltages and this increases the clip power level 
and can be returned to the original clip power level by adding a resistor R8 (was a wire link) [it's 
now R13 in Figure 2.2a]. The value for R8 can be found using a trimpot and then add a fixed value 
resistor for R8. Measured Mouser 74HCU04's had threshold voltages in the range of 1.0mV to 
1.4mV so R8 is in the range of 0 to 1k. 

 

Illustration 17 Figure 6.13a. U1='1A' into 8 
ohms Vout=28.8Vac

 

Illustration 18 Figure 6.13b U1='2B' 8Ω
Note different clip Vout=30.5Vac.

Both plots: X=0.2V/d, Y≈8V/d. Input 0.7V RMS 50Hz.

Figure 6.13a shows the transfer curve for the Linear Audio Cube-law PCB with U1 sample '1A' 
after the threshold voltages have been trimmed by a trimpot (as covered in the Addendum). The 
measured threshold voltages are given in Table 6.13a as 
p=1.480V, n=0.942V, ΔVth=0.538V, Average=1.211V. 
Sample '1A' has a typical threshold voltage difference of all samples measured. The trimpot offset 
voltage used was 300mV.

Figure 6.13b shows the transfer curve for sample '2B'. The threshold voltages have been trimmed 
by a trimpot (as covered in the Addendum) with 200mV offset. The measured threshold voltages in 
Table 6.13a as
 p=1.363,V, n=1.106V, ΔVth=0.257V, Average=1.235V. 
Sample '2B' has the highest threshold voltage difference of all samples measured. Notice the 
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difference in clipping where the only difference in the circuit is U1 and the trimpot settings to suit 
U1. Sample 'U1' gives a softer clip and a slightly lower output voltage for the same input voltage. 
The value of 'R8' is effectively 470 ohms in both cases. 

Sample '2B' is the exact same part number from Mouser as '1A' but they were purchased September 
2014 and April 2015, about 6 months apart showing there can be large changes between batches of 
exactly the same part over time. Maybe some manufacturers take more care with consistency. 
Hopefully this is the case for the 7WU04's – it would be nice to think their threshold voltages 
remain well matched from batch to batch. Time will tell.

 6.13.1  DMM test method: 

To check the threshold voltage offset of U1 with a DMM before powering up the amplifier use the 
diode range and measure from pin 14 of U1 (red lead) to pins 12 & 13 (12+13 shorted by the black 
probe)–this gives the p-channel threshold voltage. Measure pin 7 U1 (black lead) to pins 12 & 13 
(12+13 shorted). Subtract the two readings for the threshold voltage difference (ignore the sign). To 
hold the IC while measuring place it in foam (conductive or plain). Alternatively, you can measure 
voltages after power up – measure U1 pin 14 to common, then pin 7 to common, and subtract the 
voltages (ignore the sign).

Illustration 19 Figure 6.13c. P-channel 
pin 14 to 12+13 shorted.  

Illustration 20 Figure 6.13d. N-channels
 pin 7 to 12+13 shorted.

Threshold voltage difference is only 8mV!
Nat Semi MM74HCU04N, 1993

Illustration 21 Figure 6.13e. P-channel 
pin 14 to 12+13 shorted.

 

Illustration 22 Figure 6.13f. N-channels
 pin 7 to 12+13 shorted.

 

Threshold voltage difference is only 12mV! Nat Semi 74VHCU04, 1996 
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Illustration 23: Figure 6.13g. Hex inverter labels

Results
Table 6.13a. DMM tests 

Original BoM (Mouser 'A' Dec 2014, B May 2015)

Table 6.13a

# P [V] N [V] Diff  Total [V]

1A 1.480 0.942 0.538 2.422

1B 1.462 0.961 0.501 2.423

2B 1.363 1.106 0.257 2.469

0.000

Table 6.13b. DMM tests 
 Fairchild 74VHCU04M (Mouser)*

# P [V] N [V] Diff  Total [V]

1 1.237 1.033 204mv 2.269

2 1.259 1.031 228mv 2.290

3 1.251 1.029 221mv 2.280

4 1.245 1.033 212mv 2.277

Table 6.13c. DMM tests 
 OnSemi MC74VHC04DR2G (Mouser)*

# P [V] N [V] Diff  Total [V]

1 1.244 1.098 146mV 2.341

2 1.253 1.097 157mv 2.349

3 1.254 1.102 152mv 2.355

4 1.252 1.099 152mv 2.351

*Many thanks Dennis Miller for the above measurements for the Mouser sourced parts Mid 2016.

Table 6.13d. DMM tests* (All are Mouser parts)
74HCU04N,652 (NXP), M74HCU04B1R (STM), MC74HCU04ADG (On), 74HCU04D,653 (NXP) 
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P art # Make P ack Vendor B atch # P  (V) N (V) Tota l (V)
M74HCU04 DIP Mouser 1 1.402 1.304 98 2.706
M74HCU04 DIP Mouser 2 1.398 1.294 104 2.692
M74HCU04 DIP Mouser 3 1.404 1.303 101 2.707
M74HCU04 DIP Mouser 4 1.394 1.296 98 2.690
M74HCU04 DIP Mouser 5 1.391 1.282 109 2.673
74HCU04N,652 NXP DIP Mouser 1 1.135 1.059 76 2.194
74HCU04N,652 NXP DIP Mouser 2 1.098 1.015 83 2.113
74HCU04N,652 NXP DIP Mouser 3 1.093 1.014 79 2.107
74HCU04N,652 NXP DIP Mouser 4 1.099 1.022 77 2.121
74HCU04N,652 NXP DIP Mouser 5 1.099 1.029 70 2.128
MC74HCU04ADG OnS emi S O-14 Mouser 1 1.257 1.036 221 2.293
MC74HCU04ADG OnS emi S O-14 Mouser 2 1.261 1.043 218 2.304
MC74HCU04ADG OnS emi S O-14 Mouser 3 1.261 1.044 217 2.305
MC74HCU04ADG OnS emi S O-14 Mouser 4 1.271 1.054 217 2.325
MC74HCU04ADG OnS emi S O-14 Mouser 5 1.278 1.051 227 2.329
74HCU04N,653 NXP S O-14 Mouser 1 1.114 0.927 187 2.041
74HCU04N,653 NXP S O-14 Mouser 2 1.11 0.925 185 2.035
74HCU04N,653 NXP S O-14 Mouser 3 1.118 0.926 192 2.044
74HCU04N,653 NXP S O-14 Mouser 4 1.114 0.927 187 2.041
74HCU04N,653 NXP S O-14 Mouser 5 1.099 0.922 177 2.021

diff (mV)
S TMicro
S TMicro
S TMicro
S TMicro
S TMicro

*Many thanks Mason Green for the above measurements for the Mouser sourced parts Early 2016.

Table 6.13e. 4069UB Jig tests* 
Part # Make Package Vendor Part # P (V) N (V) Total (V) Case Code

CD4069UBPWR TI 14-TSSOP 1 1.530 1.380 150 2.910 4CKG4 AS44
CD4069UBPWR TI 14-TSSOP 2 1.698 1.390 308 3.088 4CKG4 AS44
CD4069UBM96 TI 14-SO Mouser 1 1.724 0.418 1306 2.142 56P05PAG3
CD4069UBM96 TI 14-SO Mouser 2 1.744 1.290 454 3.034 56P05PAG3

CD4069UBE TI DIP Mouser 1 1.913 1.022 891 2.935 57CGC1KE4
CD4069UBE TI DIP Mouser 2 1.910 0.990 920 2.900 57CGC1KE4
CD4069UBE TI DIP Mouser 3 1.910 1.020 890 2.930 57CGC1KE4
CD4069UBE TI DIP Mouser 4 1.880 1.080 800 2.960 57CGC1KE4
CD4069UBE TI DIP Mouser 5 1.920 1.030 890 2.950 57CGC1KE4
CD4069UBE TI DIP Mouser 6 1.900 1.010 890 2.910 57CGC1KE4
CD4069UBE TI DIP Mouser 7 1.900 0.980 920 2.880 57CGC1KE4
CD4069UBE TI DIP Mouser 8 1.920 1.010 910 2.930 57CGC1KE4
CD4069UBE TI DIP Mouser 9 1.900 1.030 870 2.930 57CGC1KE4
CD4069UBE TI DIP Mouser 10 1.880 1.020 860 2.900 57CGC1KE4

All pins except 14,7 were shorted. 100k resistor placed in series with 9V to pin 14. Pin 7 to ground.

diff (mV)

Digikey
Digikey

*Many thanks Mason Green for the above measurements for the Mouser sourced parts Early 2016.

 6.13.2  Alternative low current test jig method 

Threshold voltage can be checked by passing 100uA through 6 inverters in parallel and inputs tied 
to outputs by measuring the voltage across the supply pins and from each supply pin to common.

Table 13.h-k shows the voltages for nine 74HCU04's, four from National Semiconductors (now 
owned by Texas Instruments TI), four 74HCU04's from Philips (now NXT) and one from SGS (now 
STMicroelectronics). All are date marked at around 1993. Since ownership has changed these old 
74HCU04's may not be indicative of the latest 74HCU04's. Recent 74HCU04's from a range of 
manufacturers have yet to be tested. 

Also the 74VHCU04 appear be suitable but may only be available in the SO (surface mount) 
package and needs to be mounted on a SO-to-DIP14 adapter to be use in the Linear Audio PCB, eg 
RS 158-2890. 
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All inputs wired to outputs
then to DMM -ve input

Illustration 24Figure 6.13f. . CMOS threshold voltage test jig.

Illustration 25Figure 6.13g. . CMOS threshold voltage test jig circuit.

Results

Table 6.13h. Measured CMOS inverters threshold voltages at 100uA

New
Mfr

Old
Mfr

VP 
(mV)

VN 
(mV)

Total 
(mV)

Diff Vth
(mV)

TI NS 1* 686 -678 1364 8

TI NS 2 665 -686 1351 -21

TI NS 3 670 -684 1354 -14

TI NS 4 663 -665 1328 -2

Ave 671 -678.25 1349.25 -7

*As used for U1 in the prototype for the Linear Audio Vol.8 article.

Table 6.13i. . Measured CMOS inverters at 100uA

New
Mfr

Old
Mfr

VP 
(mV)

VN 
(mV)

Total 
(mV)

Diff Vth
(mV)

NXT Philips 1 793 -640 1433 153

NXT Philips 2 782 -652 1434 130

NXT Philips 3 777 -639 1416 138

NXT Philips 4 766 -638 1404 128

Ave 779.5 -642.25 1421.75 137

Table 6.13j. Measured CMOS inverters at 100uA
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New
Mfr

Old
Mfr

VP 
(mV)

VN 
(mV)

Total 
(mV)

Diff Vth
(mV)

STM SGS 1 882 -774 1660m 108m

Table 6.13k. Measured CMOS inverters at 100uA

New
Mfr

Old
Mfr

VP 
(mV)

VN 
(mV)

Total 
(mV)

Diff Vth
(mV)

Harris RCA 923 -918 1841 3m

Table 6.13m. 4069UB jig tests ~50uA 20°C

# Mfr P [V] N [V] Diff [mV]  Total [V]

1 ST 1999 1.309 1.483 -174 2.792

2 ST 1999 1.300 1.541 -241 2.841

3 SGS 1988 1.649 1.655 -6 3.304

4 SGS 1988 1.752 2.119 -366.9 3.871

 6.13.3 Correlation of measured threshold voltages over 3 methods 
Table 6.13n Test jig measurements of Mouser 595-SN74HCU04N (Texas Instruments 
SN74HCU04) at 100uA±2μA 

Batch 1: SN74HCU04 purchased from Mouser USA Sept 2014, marked 38A32LKE4

Voltages 1A 1B 1C 1D 1E Ave1

Pin 14 to Com 1.190 1.178 1.194 1.191 1.187 1.188

Pin 7 to Com -0.563 -0.580 -0.568 -0.562 -0.560 -0.567

Difference 0.627 0.598 0.626 0.629 0.627 0.621

Table 6.12p. Batch 2: Same part number but different batch 6 months later than batch 1

SN74HCU04 purchased from Mouser USA April 2015, marked 28AVSXKE4 

Voltages 2A 2B 2C 2D 2E Ave2

Pin 14 to Com 1.068 1.010 1.087 1.104 1.081 1.070

Pin 7 to Com -0.739 -0.727 -0.728 -0.729 -0.728 -0.730

Difference 0.329 0.283 0.359 0.375 0.353 0.340

DMM diode quick test method for 1A, 1B and 2B

74HCU04's '1A', '1B' and '2B' were also measured using with an Escort DMM (EDM 1122) on 
diode range (0.49mA) for one inverter. This is about 30 times the current per MOSFET compared to 
the 100μA jig, it increases the threshold voltages by about 300mV. 

Table 6.12q shows the DMM p-n threshold voltage difference is also larger by about 100mV. 

Table 6.12q. DMM diode range quick test for threshold voltage estimates

Voltages* 1A 1B 2B

Pin 14 (+) to 12+13 1.480 1.462 1.363

Pin 7 (-) to 12+13 0.942 0.961 1.106

Difference 0.538 0.501 0.257

Alternative 100μA jig 0.627 0.598 0.283

Change -0.089 -0.097 -0.026
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The DMM method is probably the more reliable for determining the threshold voltage difference, 
while the 100uA jig gives threshold voltages closer to SPICE Vto values. The jig voltages are 
affected by Lambda parameter mismatch because bot FET's are active during the measurement, 
whereas the DMM method only tests one of the FET's at a time. 
SPICE models

74HCU04 '1A' was tested at 25C and fitted to the VDMOS model for LTspice. The model Vto 
threshold voltages were -1.20V and 0.510V for the n-channel. And the SPICE models ΔVth for 
sample '1A' is 0.690V, compared to 0.627V for the 100μA jig, and 0.538V using the DMM diode 
test. So the 'real' SPICE models ΔVth SPICE voltages are about 60mV higher than the jig test or 
about 150mV higher than the DMM diode test. 

-------------------------------- ----------------------------------

End of main Appendix 
… next Appendix Pt 2, revised excerpts from Supplement I (reduced by half ~20 pages).
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1. Appendix Part 2 

Topics (revised from Supplement 1, Sept 2014) 

1.  Specifications for Linear Audio Cube-A & Cube-AB, JLH 15W Class-A, Pass F5 25W 
Class-A, Linear Audio Square-law Class-A 50W

2.  Overview of the Cube-law amplifier 

3.  The input stage 

4.  The PC stage 

5.  The output stage 

6.  SOA considerations 

7.  Frequency compensation 

8.  Using Christian Zeitnitz's free PC soundcard Scope and Spectrum Analyser 

9.  Cube-law Class-A expansion terms 

10.  Assembly details 

1. Specifications for Linear Audio Cube-A & Cube-AB, JLH 15W Class-A, 
Pass F5 25W Class-A, Linear Audio Square-law Class-A 50W

The 100W Linear Audio Cube-law amp uses similar hardware to the 25W Pass-F5 Class-A and the 
15W JLH Class-A. Power supply capacitors are about 40% of the parts cost – the Cube-law amp is 
about half the F5 and JLH cost, even though it gives 100W versus 25W & 15W respectively. Nice!

Table A1a: Specifications for several Class-A designs

Cube-law A
L|A Vol. 8*

Cube-law AB50 
L|A Vol. 8*

Square-law 
L|A Vol.1 Fig 2

JLH Class-A
15W 1996

Pass F5
Original 25W

Rated power 8Ω & Class 100W Class-A 100W Class-AB 50W Class-A 15W Class-A 25W Class-A

Sinewave efficiency max P 65% 68% 59% 28% with reg PS 49%†
Quiescent power dissipation 61W 31W 60W 64W (10W reg.) 64W

Input sensitivity (8R load) 0.7V rms 0.7V rms 2V rms ~1V rms 2.5V rms

Input impedance 100k // 100pF 100k // 100pF ~1k // ~1.5nF 47k // 220pF 100k

Peak output current 15A? 15A? 20A - 10A

Open loop gain into 8Ω 50dB 50dB 27dB - -

Open loop bandwidth 50kHz 50kHz 50kHz - -

Power bandwidth 100kHz 100kHz 100kHz - 1MHz

CL Load ripple (rms) ? ? ~1mV 3mV -

CL s/n ratio w.r.t. max P -100dB -100dB -83dB (80kHz bw) -75dB† 60uV (-107dB)

Output resistance at 1kHz 1Ω 1Ω 6.5Ω 0.25Ω 0.13Ω

CL Slew rate 70V/us? 70V/us? 100V/us 40V/us 20V/us

Harmonic distortion (1kHz) 0.06%% 15W 0.1% 15W 0.15% 15W <0.1% 15W 0.2% 15W

Typical THD at 1W TBD<<0.01% TBD<<0.02% 0.01% 0.03% <0.005%

Quiescent current 0.625A 0.31A 0.9A 1.0A 1.3A

Supply voltage at FL ±46V ±46V ±32V ±22V (27V unreg.) ±23V†
Supply voltage at idle ±49V ±49V ±33V - ±24V

Heatsinks 0.55K/W pc 0.5K/W pc 0.5K/W pc 2x 0.3K/W pc 0.3K/W pc

P.S. Capacitors 2x15mF pc 2x10mF pc 2x10mF 2x33mF 2x60mF

Mains transformer 250VA pc 200VA pc 160VA ~180VA ~300VA pc

*L|A Vol. 8 with updated compensation in Addendum 2016. † Estimated.
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2. An overview of the Linear Audio Cube-law amplifier 
The Cube-law amplifier has only 2 stages; input stage with optional error correction, and cube-law 
output stage. 

There's virtually nothing in common with the standard audio power amplifier topology apart from 
the input and output terminals and power supply rails. It can be considered a brand new topology. 
Because it is new there are a lot of seemingly things that need to be understood, like how it can 
sound so good with relatively high distortion readings. I didn't design it to be easily understood, I 
designed it to be an excellent sounding amplifier with the highly sought after tube-like sound during 
overload. Yes, the Linear Audio Cube-law amp is designed to clip and not sound bad when it clips, 
maybe even better than tube-amps when they clip (because there's no blocking capacitors to cause 
problems like in tube amps).

It would be nice if someone who master's the Cube-amp can put an entry on the Cube-law amp on 
Wikipedia. Their rules require several independent contributors. Anyone interested? And a thanks to 
the someone who kindly put an reference to Square-law Class-A [ref 27]

Figure 2a shows a simplified diagram of the Cube-law amplifier with typical waveforms. 

The input stage includes optional nonlinear error correction called Pre-Compensation (PC) which 
flattens off at high inputs. This corrects for the rising slope of the Cube-law output stage giving a 
straight line for the load, and that's even before any feedback is applied back to the input.

RL

Vin

Input stage with 
error correction

Push-Pull Cube-law
power output stage

←
Vdrive

NFB

Load voltage

Illustration 26 Figure 2a. Simplified Cube-law amplifier with typical waveforms in open loop. 

In a practical amplifier some global feedback is added. This is necessary for driving standard 
loudspeakers to get a low output resistance for a high Damping Factor (DF). 

In standard designs there is a problem when an amplifier with more than 15dB clips [ref 13] and 
this applies to 99.9% of all power amps. Above 15dB feedback the amp generates lots of high order 
harmonics. The solution is to add soft-clipping before the power amp outside the high feedback 
loop. The Linear Audio Cube amp has soft-clipping built into the input stage, as a standard part of 
the Linear Audio Cube amp topology. There's more on this in Appendix 6.3. 

There are other advantages doing the clipping at the input. The main one is the output stage never 
gets driven into hard saturation and the feedback loop remains in full control of the output signal all 
the time, so no hum gets through from the power rails when clipping and there's no recovery delay 
from saturation like standard designs.

The original Linear Audio Cube-law amp uses 20dB of feedback to get 0.88 ohms output resistance. 
Modifications in Supplement 2+ allow more feedback and can lower output resistance to 0.2 ohms 
by adding a simple FET buffer stage after the input stage. There are may other options for 
increasing the amount of feedback in Appendix 6.5-6.12 [footnote 1].

1 If you use more than 40dB of feedback then there is no advantage using the PC stage since the third harmonic is 
then low enough to be inaudible without the PC.
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3. The Cube-law amp input stage
The input stage provides some additional voltage gain for global feedback and generates the soft-
clipping. 

The input stage is a novel complementary MOSFET (CMOS) differential input stage that provides a 
voltage gain of about 20 which allows 20dB of global feedback (plus 3dB of feedback for the error 
correction section of the input stage).

Now here's a quirky thing about this topology. The level of overall negative feedback must be 
carefully set (by R12 in the Linear Audio circuit, R7 in Figure 2.2a) since the input voltage limited 
by clipping point of the CMOS input FET's which is fixed by their threshold voltage at 
manufacture. 

Yes, that's correct – you have to trim the amount of global feedback for your particular build to suit 
your power supply voltage and the 74HCU04's you used and the threshold voltages of the 
74HCU04 in the input stage. This will catch may most seasoned designers out.

This limitation is not restricted to my strange looking CMOS differential input stage – it is universal 
to any power amplifier when you add soft-clipping to the input. 

When you clip the input voltage down to a fixed level (Vin) and the output level is limited to Vout, 
then the gain of the power amplifier is forced to Vout/Vin, so you can have only one ratio for the 
feedback resistors. So with clipping on the input you can't arbitrarily change the feedback resistors 
like you can in a standard amplifiers without soft-clipping. I think you've got it☺!

In the Linear Audio Cube-law amp the gain is trimmed by the off-board pot RCLP which can be 
mounted on the back or front panel of the amplifier. You can calibrate positions for varying mains 
voltages if the mains fluctuates a lot or if you take the amp for a demo to another place with a lower 
than normal mains voltage you can change it after checking the mains voltage with a meter so you 
don't waste headroom when you have normal mains voltage.

Figure 3a shows a simplified circuit of the Linear Audio Vol.8 100W Cube-law amplifier. The 
CMOS input stage is shown as a conventional LTP or differential amplifier with the mirror upper 
half omitted for clarity. The PC stage is also omitted for clarity.
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Illustration 27 Figure 3a. Simplified Linear Audio Cube-law amp circuit, no PC or regs.
A brief overview of each stage (more details later):

•The input stage is a novel complementary MOSFET differential input stage. It provides some 
voltage gain and generates soft-clipping. Like Bob Cordell and others I believe clipping or overload 
behaviour predominately defines an amplifier's 'sound' (Vol.8 article). Most audio amp designers 
overlook clipping because they say that their amplifier should never clip – if it does clip then you 
either need to uprate your amplifier or get more efficient speakers or both! A more responsible 
approach is to incorporate soft-clipping as an integral part of the power amplifier design and to 
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provide a clip indicator. 

•Soft-clipping occurs when the gate voltage exceeds the CMOS threshold voltages and the input 
FET's (M2) leave their active saturation region and their gm falls smoothly with further input over 
drive. The FET input stage has virtually no input bias current allowing a high input resistance and a 
physically small input capacitor. I like it because the mains hum sound when you touch the open 
input terminal is clean like a tube amp.

• Although not shown in Figure 3a the Pre-Compensation (PC) circuit is a novel type of error 
correction that straightens out most of the output stage's cubic nonlinearity. PC operates in 
conjunction with the input stage similar to a current mirror. The PC stage can reduce the distortion 
in the 1W-3W range to very low levels with just a modicum of overall negative feedback [footnote 2], 
which is uncommon for efficient audio power amps. The Linear Audio Cube-law amp can be run 
either with or without the PC. 

• Compensation. The original Linear Audio Vol.8 amplifier used input lag compensation. Output-
lead compensation (C2 in Figure 3a) is used with a 1nF and 1k resistor connected to 'Vpre' (the 
output of the input stage). This is more robust for two-stages like this amplifier [footnote 3]. It works 
better over a wide range of loads including open circuit and large capacitive loads. Also the 220pF 
capacitors across the power MOSFET's from drain to gate resistors has been omitted and the gate 
stopper resistors have been increased. 

• The variable clip potentiometer. In Figure 3a RCLP gets connected to the 'earthed' drain of M2 and 
any current that flows out of of M4 must also flow into the drain of M2. This allows the clip level to 
be varied over a wide range of output power. RCLP can be an external potentiometer to set the soft 
clip power level or it can be a trimpot that you use to find the correct value so slipping occurs just 
before the output stage clips so you can prevent power supply ripple being heard when soft-
clipping. A variable resistor is needed because the value of RCLP depends on your choice of 
manufacturer of the 74HCU04 for U1. But you only need to do this for the first amp of a batch since 
all the 74HCU04's within a batch are very similar. 

RCLP (Rps) can only be used on 74HCU04's for U1 that have well matched p/n threshold voltage. 
When they are not matched to better than 20mV, then you can't use RCLP to reduce the clip power by 
much since you get too much DC offset across the loudspeaker. Modifications are covered in an 
Section 2.2 to allow RCLP to be used over a wide power range (down to 1W). 

4. The PC stage
The PC stage provides some open loop linearisation of the output stage nonlinearity. It operates like 
a current mirror where the PC stage generates a replica nonlinear transfer function of the output 
stage and the PC stage sends it's output signal back to the input stage to alter the input stage transfer 
function. It reduces the power output stage's distortion before applying global feedback.

It is different to Hawksford's error correction and Quad's current dumping which use a combination 
of negative feedback and secondary nonlinearity to trim out small amounts of nonlinearity after 
applying some negative feedback. Pre-Compensation (PC) error correction trims out large signal 
non-linearities first. The amount of negative feedback does not need to be as much and the amount 
used does not upset the PC stage. 

Strictly speaking, the Linear Audio Cube-law amp Pre-Compensation (PC) uses some unintended 
local negative feedback to inverse the PC stage's non-linearity, but still, this local feedback does not 

2 Some negative feedback is necessary to lower the amplifiers output resistance to drive standard loudspeakers and this 
requires at least 20dB of feedback. A few (rare) loudspeakers have a very flat impedance over the frequency range and 
the power amp can use less than 20dB feedback. So-called 'zero-feedback' power amplifiers use at least 30dB of local 
feedback in the output stage! 'Zero-feedback' actually means 'zero global feedback' – reader beware.
3 John Vanderkooy, Kevin Krauel, and Todd Schneider in Linear Audio Vol.9 (p51) showed that it can can be done 
using output-lead compensation.
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include the output stage. This PC feedback is the consequence of not being able to generate a cube-
law at the zero crossing as a small finite bias current in the PC stage due to FET subthreshold 
conduction which prevents getting zero gain at the zero crossing. 

The local nonlinear loop around the PC stage is similar to a basic current mirror. Figure 4a shows a 
basic current mirror. An input current is fed to the input MOSFET and this generates a voltage 
proportional to the inverse of it's transconductance since the gate is tied to the drain, effectively 
giving a current to voltage conversion. 

M1 M2

I1

I

Iout
Iin

Vgs1 Vgs2

Illustration 28 Figure 4a. Current mirror using FET's. First, M1's gate voltage rises until Id1  
equals Iin. Then Vgs2 generates Iout which is linear with Iin without any NFB around M2! 

This voltage drives the output FET M2 giving a linear output current with input signal (Iin), 
assuming the two MOSFET's are the same. A current mirror is said to operate in open loop since no 
overall or global negative feedback is applied from the output of the second FET M2. Local 
feedback is however around the input FET. 

In the Linear Audio Cube-law amplifier the Pre-Compensation 'mirror action' now takes place using 
complementary stages. Figure 4b shows the current mirror principle applied to the cube-law output 
stage. The PC Pre-Compensation stage feeds current into RT which is the input node used for overall 
negative feedback. The PC stage can remove most of the Cube-law nonlinearity without any overall 
negative feedback from the load. Overall NFB is used to further reduce distortion and noise and is 
needed to synthesise a low output resistance to drive standard loudspeakers.
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Illustration 29 Figure 4b. The PC 'mirror' linearises the Cube-law output stage with zero global feedback

Figure 4e shows the output stage nonlinearity removed in open loop by the PC stage transfer curve 
Figure 4c. This is driving an 8 ohm resistive load.

The signal generated by the PC stage before it is fed back to the input stage is shown as Figure 4d 
which is the output voltage into RT (see Figure 4b) and plotted against the input drive voltage to the 
input stage (Vin). Notice it gives the right looking shape which needs to be a cube-root shape at high 
input levels but fairly linear at lower levels. 
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This PC output trace was generated by breaking the inverting input connection to common and the 
X input is connected to 'Vpre' and with the input stage is driven with Vin. The input voltage swing 
used is the same as the swing needed to drive the output stage to the start of clip with an 8 ohm load 
which corresponds to the same 4 divisions of the X-axis.

 

Illustration 30 Vpre versus Vin
 X 10mV/div, Y 100mV/div

Illustration 31 PC voltage across RT 
 X 100mV/div, Y 100mV/div

Illustration 32 Load voltage OL 
X 100mV/div, Y 10V/div, all 50Hz

Figure 4c,d,e. Waveforms of PC linearisation of the Cube-law output stage with zero global feedback

PC linearisation occurs only over the first half of the output swing. Distortion in open loop just 
audible ~ 12W or half full output swing. 

In open loop the soft-clipping is due to the Pre-Compensation stage gain increasing while the output 
stage runs out of cube-law-ness and this makes it look like the input stage is soft-clipping. 

When the global feedback is applied it further reduce distortion and noise and synthesises a low 
output resistance that is needed when driving standard 'voltage input ' loudspeakers [footnote 4].

There are two places in the input stage where soft-clipping can occur. When overall feedback is 
applied soft-clipping is usually generated by the input stage U1. When the load resistance is reduced 
to say 1 ohm then there is less overall feedback gain available the Pre-Compensation stage U3 takes 
over soft-clipping. Tricky stuff.

Using PC trimming to listen to the effect of phase reversal of the 2nd and 3rd harmonics 

In some designs distortion is high enough to be audible such as most low feedback and so-called 
zero-feedback amplifiers, reversing the phase of the second and third harmonics creates a different 
sounding amplifier [ref 12 = Nelson Pass 2012 BAF, 2013 PDF p12, and audio 32 min]. This fact 
throws a spanner into the works for those who say second harmonic distortion is nice because which 
of the two possible phases makes it nice – as I found it's not both phases because one phase sounds 
worse than the other!

This effect can be heard when changing the PC setting for the 3rd harmonic and trimpot R32 [RV4 in 
Figure 2.2a] for symmetry for the 2nd harmonic when operating in open loop (J2 open) or reduced 
feedback (eg R12 33k) [R7 in Figure 2.2a]. I used a 50Hz tone with a small free-air loudspeaker 
(with a dummy load and 330 ohms resistor in series with the speaker) – it rolled off at about 300Hz 
so the 2nd and 3rd harmonics were easier to hear. 

I found the same as Nelson Pass [BAF talk at 57 mins] – the 'S' shape seen in Figure 4c sounds best 
when the rounding is under a straight line projection through the origin, which means the gain is 
monotonically reducing, and this occurs in the Cube-amp when the PC is over-corrected. But when 
the PC is under-corrected the phase of the 3rd harmonic reverses and this gives a harsher sound for 
the same percentage distortion. 

4 Standard 8 ohm loudspeakers need an output resistance of 1 ohm or less so SPL versus frequency variations are not 
inaudible for most people (±1dB but some can hear ±0.1dB variations). 1 ohms can be achieved with 20dB of NFB and 
0.1 ohm about 40dB of NFB. But this amount of NFB is not mandatory for multi-way active-filter current-driven 
speakers giving lower speaker distortion and a wider frequency range. Common emitter/source output stages naturally 
provide this high output resistance without any negative feedback so negative feedback is not necessarily mandatory. 
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Obviously this difference in sound is only heard when the 3rd harmonic level is above about 0.5%, 
so when the normal level of negative feedback is used in the Cube-amp the distortion is below this 
level most of the time (up to half full power or 75% of full output swing) – so the PC adjustment is 
not audible until about half a turn of the PC trimpot. 

5. Design notes on the output stage 

The output stage uses a novel twin driver stage in conjunction with common source power 
MOSFET's to generate two approximate cube-law's for push-pull Class-A. 

The output stage needs to be designed to survive direct sustained output shorts. Safe Operating Area 
(SOA) design is covered in Section 1.6 (this Appendix). Two pairs of lateral power MOSFET's are 
used in parallel and a fuse is used to break the output with a direct sustained short rather than use 
load line protection which can create spikes that destroy tweeters. The power MOSFET's need 
suitable gate stopper resistors to stabilise local parasitic oscillations due to lead inductances.

Simulations are used to give useful insights into what's going on in the output stage. Figure 5a 
shows simulated overall gain plots (Red). This is for a 50W Cube-law Class-A circuit similar to the 
Linear Audio article amp. Notice how in Cube-law Class-A the gain doubles at end of of the Class-
A region where the other device current only just reaches zero. 

0
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Class-A band
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End-A End-A

Vin 0-0.6 -0.6

Illustration 33Figure 5a. Overall gain plots for a Cube-law Class-A simulation 

In Figure 5a the blue line shows how well the drain current of one of the power MOSFET's follows 
a cube-law – when the line is perfectly flat then we have a cube-law. There is a curved knee region 
where the transistors eventually move into a good cube law region at higher currents. Interestingly, 
this ramping range does not affect the Cube-law distortion or efficiency very much because this low 
current region is dominated by very high currents in the other MOSFET which is doing a good cube 
law. And this ramping stage is good when the bias is reduced for Class-AB operation.

Figure 5b shows the driver's currents in a Cube-law Class-A simulation used to generate the cube-
laws seen above. Note: 
1) the peak currents of the square-law and linear driver stages are about equal at the end of class-A 
(Vin~0.6V), and 
2) this means the idle current of the square-law driver needs to be a quarter of the linear driver 
stage's idle current. 

Not included in these plots (Figs.1.5a-b) is the Early effect in the power MOSFET – the effect of the 
Early effect is shown in Figure 5c. Notice the Early effect changes the cube-law-ness depending on 
whether 4Ω is driven or an 8Ω load is driven. The Early effect limits the effectiveness of the PC 
error correction to null out distortion for typical loudspeakers which present a range of output 
resistances, typically 3Ω to 30Ω depending on the frequency. This is an area where more work an be 
done to try and neutralise the Early effect in the power MOSFET's so the PC stage can give a better 
null when the load impedance changes over a wide range like typical loudspeakers.
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Figure 5c plots are very close to the Linear Audio 100W Class-A. The Linear Audio 100W Class-A 
amp is biased for 1/8th the peak current or 625mA for Class-A to 100W. But in practice Class-A is 
up to 66W (2/3rd of the rated power). The full 100% theoretical range is not achieved because the 
Cube-law take a while to ramp up to cubic's and it cannot be maintained at the final 30% at the high 
current end, manly because the Early Effect changes the high end currents so much.

-1.0V -0.8V -0.6V -0.4V -0.2V 0.0V 0.2V 0.4V 0.6V 0.8V 1.0V
0mA
2mA
4mA
6mA
8mA

10mA
12mA
14mA
16mA
18mA
20mA Ic(Q14) Ic(Q8) I(R26)

Driver currents

Total driver's Ic

Sq-law driver Ic

Linear driver Ic

Vin

Illustration 34:Figure 5b. Simulation of driver currents in a Cube-law Class-A 

Id3.5 power-law

Cube-law change
due to Early effect

8Ω

4Ω

Id3.0 power-law

Illustration 35: Figure 5c. The effect of the Early effect with 4 and 8 ohm loading. 

If you want to stretch the Class-A range enough to get cube-laws to the full 100 watts in Class-A the 
best way seems to be to increase the linear driver stage's emitter resistors to 150 ohms (from 100Ω), 
then to get enough idle current you need to increase the two resistors across the idle current trimpot 
to 1k8 (was 1k). A standard improvement on all later versions is to increasing R31 to 220 ohms 
(was 150Ω) [R48 in Figure 2.2a] and R32 to 330 ohms (was 220Ω) [R49 in Figure 2.2a] and this 
gives a wider Class-A range as well as more open loop gain.

After the prototype amp was tested it was realised (in hindsight) that the full 100% Class-A range is 
pointless because the soft-clipping starts increasing distortion from about 50% of the output power 
and allows you to reduce the bias to 50% of Class-A without getting more distortion than if the full 
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Class-A idle current was used.

Calculating the square-law driver stage peak currents (100W/8Ω version)

Figure 5b shows the simulated driver currents for a typical Cube-law Class-A operation. 

Using the lateral MOSFET data sheet curves at 75°C we need 2.5V on the gates to get 5A peak from 
a parallel pair of dual-die lateral MOSFET's (eg 20N20/20P20). The idle current needs 1.25V so we 
know the current through the 220 ohm termination resistor R31 is 8mA and since the square-law 
stage doubles the peak current, the peak current for the square-law MOSFET's is around 4mA [R31 
is now R48 in Figure 2.2a].

If we know how much current the driver needs to deliver then we can calculate the FET gain. The 
lateral MOSFET's deliver 5A peak with an 8 ohm load so we can use the power MOSFET's gm at 
the peak output current to calculate the gate voltage needed to drive the power MOSFET's, then 
using R31 (220 ohms) we calculate the driver's current peak at the end of Class-A. 

The ALFET data sheet [ref 32] for dual-die lateral MOSFET's (eg 20N20/20P20) shows for 2.5A 
peak (5A peak total) at 75°C needs a gate voltage of 2.5 volts. The bias voltage needed to set up the 
idle current of 630mA is 1.25V so FET's M11,12 need to provide around half the total driver current 
to get from 1.25V to 2.5V driving into 220 ohms. So we need 5.7mA total drive or 2.9mA from just 
the square-law stage via M11,12. For a square-law the idle current is about 1mA. The gain of the 
square-law stage is determined by CMOS model parameter Kp for U5. 

6. SOA considerations
Safe Operating Area (SOA) is the most important job for designer's because if you get it wrong you 
get customer complaints and worse a bad reputation. The Linear Audio Cube-law amp was designed 
to be robust by using twice the number of power MOSFET's for 100W. This restricts 
commercialising it but for DIYer's the extra money for MOSFET's is money well spent.

Since 2015 I have been using a thermostat on a spreader plate under the MOSFET's to trip if the 
amplifier is shorted or overheats, and this addition allows half the number of MOSFET's (now the 
same as regular MOSFET amps use). I call this modification 'Thermal Safe Operating Area 
protection' (Thermal-SOA or Th-SOA for short). It only works for lateral MOSFET's (not 
d-MOSFET's) because lateral MOSFET's have an inherent over-temperature shut down that stops 
them overheating when the output is shorted and before the thermostat heats up (it takes about ½ a 
second for he heat to get from the die to the case and into the thermostat). 

The following sections covers the use of the fuse protection (for the Linear Audio Vol.8 amp) and 
the use of Thermal-SOA.

 6.1 SOA with fuse protection 

The output current needs to be sufficient to drive nominal 8 ohms speakers with impedance dips 
down to 3 ohms at certain frequencies. Usually this requirement is bench tested with an intermittent 
4 ohm resistive load. This means the amplifier needs to deliver twice the peak current for a nominal 
8 ohm load. For a 100W RMS amplifier into nominal 8 ohms the peak current is 5 amps. So we 
need 10A peak into 4 ohms. The rail voltage needs to be around 50 volts to achieve this.

Next, we want the amplifier to survive accidentally shorted output terminals are when the amplifier 
is running. The power transistors carry the rail voltage and twice the nominal load peak current. So 
the peak dissipation is 500 watts and this is shared with an alternating signal so it averages at 250W 
per device. The SOA of the power MOSFET's is 125W for single-die types (e.g. 20N20/20P20) and 
250W for the dual-die types. 

This level of power dissipation cannot be sustained for long with a heatsink chosen to handle the the 
heat dissipation for 100W RMS into 8 ohms, which is around 30W to 60W (depending on the 
signals crest factor and whether the Class-AB or Class-A mode is in use). A relatively fast circuit 
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trip is therefore needed to stop the power transistors overheating when the output is shorted for 
more than a few seconds.

Dual-die lateral MOSFET's are rated at 250 watts when their case is at 25°C. They should not be 
pushed to their absolute maximum so some de-rating is needed. A 20% de-rating limits their 
junction temperature 250°C rather than the 300°C limit. De-rating 250W becomes 200W. Therefore 
400W average requires 2 pair of dual-die power MOSFET's (see the parts list for suitable parts).

A fuse in the output line is a simple and reliable way to break the output circuit for longer term 
output shorts. The fuse can be placed inside the global feedback path so fuse distortion becomes a 
non problem. To guarantee the fuse open in say 2 seconds or less then the current needs to be at 
least twice the fuse rating. But we don't want the fuse to blow when bench testing the amplifier into 
a nominal 8 ohm load, not even when the amplifier is run continuously with lots of clipping which 
increases the average output current by up to 1.4 times to 5A for our 100W design. So we need to 
use a 5A UL fuse. An equivalent IEC fuse is 4A since standards are slightly different [ref 28] 

Therefore a direct short will blow a 5A UL fast fuse in around 2 seconds with a 10A current limited 
output stage; that’s when the output hard limits and when the output is shorted and with negative 
voltage feedback. But a safety margin is still needed to cover variations in fuses, and circuit current 
limit variations and non-square waves. So a safety factor of 50% covers 15A peaks through the 
power MOSFET's. 

Also the power MOSFET's need to be increased from 250W to 375W. And to provide a safety 
margin for the MOSFET's we need two dual-die 250W devices in parallel per side, or alternatively 
4 single-die 125W devices in parallel per side. This will make a robust 100W 8 ohms design.

A more economical version is possible with one dual-die (or two single-die) for 100W into 8 ohms 
by reducing the fuse to 4A UL (or 3A IEC) but the test into 8 ohms with lots of clipping will 
eventually blow the fuse. It will do 100W continuously into 8 ohms with a sinewave OK and it will 
blow the fuse when shorted. But I find it is safest to add the extra MOSFET's and make it robust.

If the amp design is robust and reliable over the years it can boost sales – provided the damn things 
don't blow up making buyers swap to another brand. I suspect when power amplifiers blow up most 
people don't get it fixed because they are complex beasts and a pain to fix; one failed component 
can take out a whole string of parts and you have to find them all.

Most designers and text books don't do the SOA design for typical heatsink the case temperature 
which can be 30°C above the datasheet 25°C SOA value or 50°C case temperature. Most designers 
and books simply recommend a safety factor of 2; but it can lead to over-design. A rare example of 
designing a power amplifier for a 50°C case temperature is the Silicon Chip “Studio 350” [ref 33].

The de-rating factor for typical 150°C maximum junction temperature is 100%/125°C or 0.8%/°C 
rise above 25°C. With typical case temperature of 30°C to 50°C above the datasheet 25°C SOA 
value the de-ratings are 24% and 40% respectively, or 0.76×Pmax and 0.6×Pmax respectively. That's 
about ¾ to 2/3rd of the datasheet SOA curve ratings. That means adding a 30% to 50% safety margin 
datasheet SOA curves.

What about SOA load-line protection?

Standard SOA load-line limiting is problematic in principle. The recommendation by designers is to 
use more transistors in the output stage so the SOA protection hardly ever trips. Having done this 
then why bother with the SOA load-line? With enough output transistors in parallel it is simpler to 
use flat current limiting and then use a thermostat switch for heatsink over-temperature. This is a 
fairly recent development since bipolar power transistors are now very cheap compared to a few 
decades ago. The design methods recommended in the 80's and 90's books and articles has changed 
with low cost power transistors. 

With lateral power MOSFET's the flat line current limiting is recommended and this can be 
achieved simply using back-to-back zener diodes across gate and source without needing any source 
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resistors. Lateral audio power MOSFET's have an inherent gain fall at high junction temperatures 
that naturally reduces the current and power dissipation making it less likely they will reach their 
destruction temperature before the temperature sensor on the heatsink reacts.

 6.2 Thermal-SOA 

I found you can protect your Cube-law amp with two thermostats for Thermal-SOA for a two 
channel power amp. Two thermostats for Thermal-SOA will protect your amp and speakers for 
99.9% of the overload situations leaving only those freak cases, like my probing around with a 
DMM with the amp running!

Thermal Safe Operating Area protection is a new approach to the old problem of getting the most 
out of power transistors without risking blowing them up or without the pesky problems of sharp 
switching from extreme SOA cycling. More in Section 2.3 (main body).

Driver transistor SOA considerations

The Linear Audio Cube-law amp used TO-92 level shifting driver transistors for the MOSFET's. 
The Linear Audio Cube amp was upgraded to D-PAK drivers after Jan Didden found them for me 
after I suggested paralleling TO-92's so the board could also be scaled up to 200W and 400W by 
adding more power MOSFET's if anyone want to upgrade, but for the standard 100W version TO-
92's can be used rather than the stated D-PAK's. The drivers dissipate about 100mW (worst case) 
and no heat sinking is needed. When separate cascodes are used the dissipation is halved to about 
50mW.

7. Frequency compensation 
The original Linear Audio Vol.8 amplifier used input lag compensation. It is now suggested that you 
change to output-lead compensation (C2 in Figure 3a) because it is more robust [footnote 5]. 

Output-lead compensation is not normally used for dominant compensation in the standard three-
stage topology but it is is feasible around two-stages like this amplifier where the output stage 
provides voltage gain. The new compensation is conservative and sacrifices some bandwidth but the 
phase margin is increased and 3dB bandwidth is 60kHz (was 50kHz with input-lead compensation). 

With the original input-lead compensation the amplifier may oscillate at around 200kHz with some 
loads. The original input compensation in the Linear Audio article worked on my prototype 
provided the volume control of 10k (or less) was loading the input. But with the input open it can 
oscillate with a loudspeaker load or with a resistive load of over 40 ohms. 

Compensation capacitors C7,8 across the power MOSFET's was found to be necessary for 100W 
version with 50V rails, but for some reason were not needed for 30V rails for the 50W version. 

My latest approach is to omit these capacitors and increasing the gate stopper resistors as well as 
adding the 1k and 1nF compensation network on 'Vpre' (the output of the input stage) as shown in 
Figure 3a (updated Sept 2016). The 1k and 1nF compensation works well in simulations 

 7.1 Gate resistors 

The termination resistors R31 and R32 [R50,51 in Figure 2.2a] form part of the gate stopper resistor 
path and with two MOSFET's in parallel each with gate resistors we can view the two gate resistors 
effectively appear in parallel and then are in series with a termination resistor.

A complication in the calculations is the p-channel input capacitance is higher than the n-channel. 
We want both p- and n- sides to have the same bandwidth and we can achieve this by using higher 
gate stopper resistances for the n-channel. But we also want the p- and n- termination resistances 
(R31 and R32 ) to be about the same values. 

5 John Vanderkooy, et al, Linear Audio Vol.9 (p51) showed that it works well for a simple two stage amp like my one.
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The p-channel's gate capacitance is about 1.5 times higher than the n-channel so we make the n-
channel gate stopper twice the value of the p-channel so when the driver termination resistance is 
added the totals are in the desired ratio of 1.5 times. For dual-die MOSFET's this means 220 ohm p-
gate resistors and 470 ohm n-gate resistors with termination resistors R31 and R32 of 220 ohms. 
(The updated circuit Figure 2.2a has gate stopper resistors R36 and R50 increased from 220R, 470R 
to 470R, 820R respectively.)

8. Using Christian Zeitnitz's free PC soundcard Scope and Spectrum

Figure A3 shows the additional pots needed for a PC sound card to measure the output voltage from 
a 100W power amplifier. The 100k and 'RVc' is suitable for measuring down to 3V RMS and 
jumper X3 is closed for measurements below 3V RMS. The maximum input voltage for my PC (HP 
Pavilion) soundcard is 500mV peak using the 'Mic' input (for some unknown reason the Aux input 
didn't work). Jumpers X1 and X2 are used for X-Y plots since internal software looping of the sign 
gen for the X-axis is not phase locked with the external Y-input. When X1 is open (for time base 
measurements) then X2 is closed since the scope defaults to triggering on Channel 1 (R). The 
maximum input voltage for my PC (HP Pavilion) soundcard is 500mV peak. 

Christian Zeitnitz's Scope also allows recording of wave files of any length. 
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Illustration 36: Figure 8a. Christian Zeitnitz's free PC Scope software , Sig-gen +FFT!

For Christian Zeitnitz's free software http://www.zeitnitz.de/Christian/scope_en 

9. Cube-law Class-A expansion terms
In Linear Audio Vol.8 it was stated: “In Cubic-law Class-A IL=15/16 k(sin wt – 1/15 k^2sin 3wt), so 
there is 6.67% 3rd harmonic distortion at full output.” The following provides the derivation by 
expanding and collecting the terms for Cube-law Class-A. Also included is the derivation of the 
efficiency with the distortion. The efficiency without distortion is determined by simulation using a 
jig available from download area such as the file “PAK-ABM-Jig1-Cube-law-A”.

 9.1 Derivation:
Iout=Ia – Ib where Ia=1/8Im(1+Vin/Vb)^3 and Ib=1/8Im(1 –Vin/Vb)^3 so 

Iout= 1/8Im(1+Vin/Vb)^3 – 1/8Im(1 –Vin/Vb)^3 

Iout= 1/8Im(1+Vin/Vb)(1+Vin/Vb)^2 – 1/8Im(1 –Vin/Vb)(1-Vin/Vb)^2 

Iout= 1/8Im(1+Vin/Vb)^2 +1/8Im(Vin/Vb)(1+Vin/Vb)^2 – 1/8Im(1-Vin/Vb)^2 + 1/8Im(Vin/Vb)(1-Vin/Vb)^2 

Iout= 1/8Im(1+Vin/Vb)^2 – 1/8Im(1-Vin/Vb)^2 +1/8Im(Vin/Vb)[(1+Vin/Vb)^2 + (1-Vin/Vb)^2 ] 

Notice first two terms are the Square-law Class-A:
• Maybe this can this explain why summing a linear plus square-law stages in the Cube-law 

amp can synthesise a good Cube-law? 
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• Alternatively, maybe the Cubic's could be generated by modulating the gain of a square-law 
stage according to (1+Im(Vin/Vb))×{(1+Vin/Vb)^2 – (1-Vin/Vb)^2} ? 

Back to the expansion. The first two squared terms are expanded separately, call them 'Isq':

Isq = 1/8Im(1+Vin/Vb)^2 – 1/8Im(1-Vin/Vb)^2 

Isq = 1/8Im [1+2(Vin/Vb)+(Vin/Vb)^2] – 1/8Im [1 – 2(Vin/Vb)+(Vin/Vb)^2] 

Isq = 1/8Im 4(Vin/Vb) = 1 /2 Im (Vin/Vb) and, as expected, gives a purely linear component.

Then the remaining cubic terms are expanded, call them 'Icube':

Icube = 1/8Im(Vin/Vb)[1+2(Vin/Vb)+(Vin/Vb)^2 + 1 –2(Vin/Vb)+(Vin/Vb)^2] 

Icube = 1/8Im(Vin/Vb)[2+2(Vin/Vb)^2] = 1 /4 Im(Vin/Vb) + 1 /4 Im(Vin/Vb)^3 also contains a linear part + cubic.

Now combining Isq +Icube we finally obtain:

Iout= 1 /2 Im (Vin/Vb) + 1 /4 Im(Vin/Vb) + 1 /4 Im(Vin/Vb)^3 

Iout= 3 /4 Im(Vin/Vb) + 1 /4 Im(Vin/Vb)^3 

Differentiating with respect to Vin gives the gm: 

 gm=3 /4 (Im/Vb) + 3 /4 (Im/Vb
^3)Vin

^2) so 

Gm = 3 /4 Im/Vb (1+(Vin/Vb)^2) 

This is the upward curving gain plot seen in Figure 2.1. In Cubic-law Class-A the gain at the ends 
are twice that of the middle dip. 

 9.2 Derivation if Iout with a sinewave input 

With a sinewave, Vin/Vb = k sin ωt where 0<=k<=1, gives 

Iout= ¾ Im k sin ωt + ¼ Im (k sin ωt)^3 

Iout= ¾ Im k sin ωt + ¼ Im k^3 (sin^3 ωt) where 

Sin^3 wt = (sin ωt)(½)(1-cos2ωt) = (½)sin ωt –(½)[(½sin 3ωt)+½sin ωt] = ¾ sin ωt – ¼ sin 3ωt

Iout= ¾ Im k sin ωt + ¼ Im k^3 (¾sin ωt – ¼ sin 3ωt) 

 Iout= (3/4+3/16 k^2)kIm sin ωt – 1/16 Im k^3 sin 3ωt 

when k=1 gives Iout= (15/16) Im sin ωt – 1/16 Im sin 3ωt or alternatively 

Iout= (15/16) Im (sin ωt – 1/15 sin 3ωt) showing there is 1/15 or 6.67% 3rd harmonic distortion at full 
output due to the gm variation above.

 9.3 Efficiency analysis (with the 3rd harmonic – no feedback linearisation)

From above Cubic-law Class-A:
IL= (3/4+3/16 k^2)k Im sin ωt – 1/16 Im k^3 sin 3ωt 

The output power is: I^2 RL = I^2 ×Vdd/Im

I^2 RL = Vdd/Im [k(¾+3/16 k^2)Imsin ωt - 1/16 k^3 Im sin 3ωt]^2 
I^2 RL = 1/256 (Vdd/Im) Im^2 k^2 [256(¾+3/16k^2)^2 sin wt - k^2 sin 3ωt]^2 
I^2 RL = 1/256 Vdd Im) k^2 [256(¾+3/16 k^2)^2sin^2ωt – 2×12(1+3/16 k^2)k^2 sin ωt×sin 3ωt + k^4 sin 3ωt] 

Since we only want the average output power and sin(nωt) terms average to zero and only sink^2(wt) 
terms have a DC component. 

Average I^2 RL = 1/256 Im Vdd k^2 [256(¾+3/16k^2)^2(0.5)(1-cos 2ωt) – 0 + k^4 0.5(1-cos 6ωt)] 

Poutave = ½ Im Vdd k^2 [(¾+3/16k^2)^2 + 1/256k^4] 
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Since PoutSine = ½ Im Vdd 

Pout ave distorted / Pout sine = 225/256 k^2 + 1/256 k^6 

(For k = 1 Pout ave distorted / Pout sine = 226/256 = 0.8828125 or 88.25%).

Since Pin = Vdd×I1 + Vdd×I2 and due to symmetry Pinave = 2Vdd×I1 ave 

Pinave = 2Vdd×Im/8 (1+k sin ωt)^3 

Pinave = 2Vdd×Im/8 (1+k sin ωt)(1+k sin ωt)^2 

Pinave = 2Vdd×Im/8 (1+k sin ωt) (1+2k sin ωt + k^2 sin^2ωt) 

Pinave = 2Vdd×Im/8 [1+3k sin ωt +3k^2 sin^2 ωt + k^3×sin^2ωt×sin ωt] 

Since the average sin(ωt) = 0 

Pinave = 2Vdd×Im/8 [(1+0+ 3k^2 ×½ (1-cos 2ωt) + 0] 

Pinave = ¼Vdd Im (1+ 3/2 k^2 ) 

Efficiency distorted =Pout ave distorted / Pin ave 

Efficiency distorted = {½ Vdd Im k^2[256(¾+3/16k^2)^2+k^4]/256} / ¼ Vdd Im (1+ 3/2 k^2 )

 Efficiency distorted = k^2 {(¾+3/16k^2)^2+1/256 k^4 } / ½ (1+3/2k^2)

Max Efficiency distorted = (225/256 + 1/256) / 5/4 = 4/5 × 226/256 = 226/5x64 = 226/320 = 70.625% 

(Check: simulated 6.667% 3rd gave 28.25W/40W = 70.625%, i.e. same as above). 

 9.4 Efficiency analysis without the 3rd harmonic 

When the distortion in the output signal is removed (eg using NFB or PC) a simulation gives 
31.9797W average output and 42.8289W average input. 

Maximum undistorted Class-A^3 sine efficiency = 31.9797W/42.8289W = 0.74668 

Rounded to 2 d.p. as percentage is 74.67% as stated in my Linear AudioVol.8 article.

Maximum undistorted Class-A^3 sine efficiency 74.67%

A simulation jig is available from download area where the distortion in Class-A is removed using 
the cubic equation for Pre-Compensation (PC). This jig can also do PC for Class-AB (such as the 
file “PAK-ABM-Jig1-Cube-law-AB50”). For example AB50% is where the idle current is half the 
Cube-law Class-A level, or the peak current is 2x the Class-A current, so peak current is 16×Iq, and

Maximum undistorted Class-AB^3 sine efficiency 128.0W/165.0W = 0.7757 or 77.57%

BTW Class-B maximum sinewave efficiency is π/4 or 78.54% to 2 dp.

Updated Tables Table A12a and Table A1b2 (Tables Linear Audio Cube-law amp article online 
PDF have also been updated and Douglas Self's 2016 edition of Self on Audio view here).

Table A12a: Updated theoretical maximum efficiencies 

Waveform PMR Class-B* Quartic-law A Cube-law A Square-law A Linear-law A

Sinewave (-3dB) 78.5% 77.4% 74.7% 66.7% 50%

Popular Music (-7dB) 60.0% 53.9% 46.0%  33.3% 20%

Classical Music (-12dB) 52.4% 29.3%  19.2%  11.1%  5.9%

Classical Music (-25dB) 35% 2.4% 1.2% 0.6% 0.3%

*Pq/Prms was ~0.7% 
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Table A12b: Update theoretical maximum efficiencies 

Waveform PMR Class-B
Pq/Prms~0%

Class-B
Pq/Prms~1.4%

Quartic-A Cube-A Square- A Linear-law A

Sinewave (-3dB) 78.5% 78.5% 77.4% 74.7% 66.7% 50%

Popular Music (-8dB) 57.8% 57.3% 48.8% 39.5%  27.0% 15.6%

Classical Music (-12dB) 52.9% 49.6% 29.3%  19.2%  11.1%  5.9%

Classical Music (-25dB) 49.9% 15.9% 2.4% 1.2% 0.6% 0.3

Table A12a. Cube-amp article efficiencies plus Quartic-law Class-A (Note: '-8dB' in article should 
be '-7dB')
Table A12b. Updated efficiencies for true 8dB PMR and Class-B at a typical optimum bias.

10. Assembly details 
If you are a DIY constructor and want to build a Cube-law amp, then first check out the 
DIYaudio.com forum (in Helpful Links) for recent postings and recommendations. 

At the time of writing this Supplement 2+ you are able to construct the Linear Audio amp using the 
PCB supplied with Volume 8 and you should be able to get a second one by asking on the forums 
(since there are hundreds of them out there). You can now use any of the 74HCU04's that are 
available by adding two extra trimpots, as described in the Addendum (in Helpful Links). And you 
can use half the number of MOSFET's if you change the gate-source resistors (as mentioned in the 
Addendum) plus making two spreader plates for mounting the thermostat close to the MOSFET's.
[more?]

New quick set-up is in the updated Addendum (in Helpful Links) with the latest BoM spreadsheet. 
For further help, contact me (see Helpful Links).

BTW A quick set-up for the latest modified circuit Figure 2.2a is pending – until then contact me if 
you are interested in the latest info.

Stop Press:
An interim LTspice file for simulating Figure 2.2a of this Supplement 2+ can be found on my G-
drive (https://goo.gl/ow61Bo). Other simulation circuit files for circuits in this Supplement may be 
added if time permits. Check my G-drive for file updates. 

Advert: 

The 2014 ClassA^3 Simulator Guide may still be available here 
http://paklaunchsite.jimdo.com/lacav8/ 
It covers simulating Linear Audio Cube-law v8 Amp circuit and variations. 
The LTspice circuit files can be downloaded – look for “LACAv8-Sim-Circuits<>.ZIP” 

11. [more?] [ref 31]

==================End===================
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